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Abstract
We present X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy and small-angle X-ray scattering studies
of charge-stabilized, rodlike boehmite (AlOOH) particles in semidilute and concentrated
suspensions in glycerol, both in an isotropic phase and an orientationally ordered, lyotropic
liquid crystalline phase. Using an array detector, simultaneous measurements were made
along both the radial and azimuthal directions of the scattering vector.
The measured scattering was compared to the isotropic, polydisperse rod form factor, and
an electrical double-layer was included in the model. Two distinct sets of nematic ordering
were seen in each sample: one, we believe, aligned by flow and the other by interactions with
the sample cell surface. Two independent indications of weak, direction-dependent positional
ordering in the nematic phase were observed. The first involved nematic order parameters
obtained by fitting the scattering's azimuthal dependence at each radial coordinate. Those
order parameters displayed an apparent increase near the interparticle structure factor peak.
The second indication came from measurements of the radial interparticle structure factor
peak position itself. In a small range of concentration just above the nematic transition,
the peak position was independent of concentration, deviating from the otherwise-observed
dependence on the square root of concentration.
Equilibrium dynamics in the isotropic phase were studied on length scales well below
the rod lengths. Time autocorrelation functions were fitted using the common double-
exponential form as well as Maeda's matrix implementation of the Doi-Shimada-Okano
self-consistent mean field form for the dynamic structure factor. The latter produced di-
rect estimates of the self-diffusion coefficients, and these were compared to the "effective"
coefficients yielded by the former.
Because scattering from a nematic domain is limited to a narrow azimuthal range, while
an isotropic domain scatters uniformly to all azimuthal angles, separate but simultaneous
, measurements of dynamics in coexisting isotropic and orientationally ordered domains were
possible. The observed correlation functions indicated that the flow-aligned, equilibrium
nematic phase predominant just above the ordering transition was supplanted by a surface-
aligned, nonequilibrium, "jammed" phase as the concentration of rods was further increased.
Thesis Supervisor: Simon G. J. Mochrie
Title: Professor of Physics and Applied Physics, Yale University
Thesis Supervisor: J. David Litster
Title: Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Bhmite, a mineral liquid crystal
Liquid crystals comprise a vast assortment of materials, all of which, by virtue of anisotropic
constituent particles, exhibit an intruiguing suite of phases that possess varying degrees of
orientational and positional order [1]. The simplest anisotropic shapes-rods and disks-
possess cylindrical symmetry, and it is under the assumption of such symmetry that the
majority of theoretical efforts toward understanding and predicting each phase's properties
operate. Not coincidentally, much of the experimental and technological work on liquid
crystals to date has focused on approximately rodlike particles.
Although the most common liquid crystals encountered in modern devices (e.g. displays)
consist of small, organic molecules, substantially larger macromolecules such as DNA [2],
tobacco mosaic virus, and fd virus [3] in colloidal suspensions also undergo liquid crystalline
ordering, as do rodlike polymer micelles [4, 5]. These larger particles fall into the category
of lyotropic liquid crystals, which exhibit liquid crystalline phase transitions in response to
changes in concentration rather than temperature.
Inorganic, lyotropic liquid crystals have proven to be of increasing interest of late.
Anisotropic colloidal particles composed of inorganic materials include the following: rod-
like imoglite, akaganeite, and Chevrel-Sergent phases Li2Mo3Se3 and Li2Mo6Se6; ribbonlike
vanadium pentoxide; and disklike gibbsite, bentonite, and laponite [6, 7]. In addition, the
liquid crystalline properties of rodlike colloidal particles of gdthite [8] and gold [9, 10] have
recently been demonstrated. Although it is difficult to produce large quantities of monodis-
perse mineral particles (unlike, e.g., viruses), mineral liquid crystals offer the advantages
of high rigidity and tunable aspect ratios. And from an X-ray scattering perspective, they
possess high electron densities relative to most solvents, providing for large scattering cross-
sections.
One mineral liquid crystal whose phase behavior has been closely studied is y-AlO (OH),
also known as bdhmite [11, 12]. In aqueous solutions, bhmite rods have been found to be
charge-stabilized and to form birefringent gels at high rod volume fractions and high salt
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Figure 1-1: 0.7-mm diameter borosilicate glass capillaries containing 0.2% (upper) and 7.5%
(lower) volume-fraction suspensions of bdhmite in glycerol. Material can be seen at the left
end of each capillary.
concentrations [13-15]. Bhmite rods with a grafted poly(isobutadine) coating were seen
in cyclohexane solutions to form sterically stabilized clusters which would undergo nematic
ordering at high volume fractions and low excess poly(isobutadine) concentrations [16-23].
Silica coatings were also successfully applied to bdhmite, making it possible to disperse these
rigid rods in a variety of solvents such as propanol and ethanol, and to graft a variety of
polymers for steric stabilization in cyclohexane or alcohols. No orientational ordering was
seen with "bare" silica-coated rods in suspension, but ordering was again found to occur
among clusters of rods with grafted polymers [24,25].
For this thesis, dilute aqueous suspensions of uncoated boehmite rods were obtained
courtesy of the Debye Institute at Utrecht University. The rods' average length and diameter
were reported as 193.54 nm and 9.11 nm, with standard deviations of 52.19 nm and 1.83
nm, respectively [26]. We opted to replace water with glycerol as a suspending medium
for our studies, in order that the dynamics would proceed on timescales of 0.1-10 sec and
could be tuned by raising or lowering the sample temperature in situ. Known amounts
of glycerol were added and the water evaporated to produce a series of suspensions with
nominal b6hmite volume fractions ranging from 0.2% to 7.5%. For mounting in the X-ray
apparatus, small quantities of these viscous suspensions were placed at the open ends of
0.7-mm-diameter borosilicate glass capillary tubes of wall thickness 0.01 mm, as shown in
Fig. 1-1. Samples were then centrifuged at 6000 rcf for five minutes to load the material
into the tubes. The open tube ends were later sealed via heating. This capillary diameter
was chosen as it is on the order of the absorption length of 7 keV X-rays for glycerol.
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of lyotropic transition from isotropic (left) to nematic (center) phase.
As the concentration of the nematic increases, the degree of alignment correspondingly
increases (right).
1.2 The isotropic-nematic phase transition
When the concentration of anisotropic particles in suspension is great enough, the orien-
tational entropy accrued by allowing the particles to adopt any orientation is outweighed
by the packing entropy gained by allowing the particles to access positions close to their
neighbors. This is the mechanism behind the lyotropic transition to the nematic phase, in
which a preferred direction-or "director"-for the particles arises spontaneously [27]. The
process is sketched in Fig. 1-2. The concentration at which the transition occurs depends
on the interaction energy between particles.
1.2.1 Self-consistent mean field approximation
In principle, any exact calculation of the potential felt by a given particle in suspension
depends on the locations and orientations of all other particles in the sample. For more
than a few particles, this situation quickly becomes mathematically intractible. Several
approximations can be used to simplify the treatment.
First, any quantity tied to the particular configuration of rods is approximately the same
as the ensemble average of that quantity. If we take the configuration of the ith individual
rigid, cylindrical particle to be completely specified by its center-of-mass location Ri (t)
and long axis direction unit vector ui (t), then this approximation amounts to replacing
-i 6 (R - Ri (t)) (u - ui (t)) by an integral over a probability distribution of the form
N f dR f duf (R, u, t).
A second approximation is that the interaction potential arises only from pairs of par-
ticles. That is, third- and higher-order virial coefficients [28, 29] are ignored, and the pair
potential can be written as Upair (R - R', u, u').
Using both of these approximations, the virial expansion of the free energy is, to second
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order [27, 28, 30-33],
F =+ kT (lnckBT / dR duf (R, u, t) n [47rf (R, u, t)]
+c2kBT JdR du dR' du'f (Ru,t)f (R', u', t) w (R- R', u, u')(1.1)
where c N /V is the concentration of particles, and w is the Mayer function,
(R -R', u, u')1 - exp -k pair R- (1.2)k 1 -R',, BT~)].
We can find the equilibrium configuration of rods by minimizing the free energy in
Eqn. 1.1 with respect to the distribution function f (R, u, t). Doing so yields the nonlinear
equation [30, 32, 33],
f (R, u,t) exp [-c dR' du'w (R- R',u,u') f (R',u',t)] , (1.3)
in which the proportionality constant is determined by the normalization condition,
/dR duf (R, u,t) = 1. (1.4)
We can consider this an equilibrium distribution if the time dependence of any external field
is slow compared to the relaxation of the distribution function in response to the interparticle
potential. Provided it is an equilibrium distribution, then, one should be able to recast f in
the Boltzmann form, f oc exp (-U /kBT). In this form the potential is an effective "mean
field" potential, obtained by substituting the ensemble-averaged potential in place of that
arising from the specific configuration of particles in the sample. Eqn. 1.3 indicates that in
the second virial expansion [30],
Umean (R, u, t) = ckBT / dR' du'w (R - R, u, u') f (R', u', t). (1.5)
This is often referred to as a "self-consistent" mean field potential since the expression for
U contains U itself: Umean cc f dR' f du'w exp (-Umean /kBT).
1.2.2 Evaluating the Mayer function
1.2.2.1 Noninteracting particles and hard spherocylinders
Left unstated thusfar has been the specific form of the interaction potential Upair (R - R', u, u')
and hence the Mayer function as defined in Eqn. 1.2. For noninteracting particles, Upair = 0
and thus w = 0. The next-simplest form for the potential is the one for hard particles, given
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by [33]
Upair (R -- R', u, u') = oo , w (R - R', u, u') = I ; particles overlap
Upair (R - R', u, u') 0 , w (R - R', u, u') = 0 ; particles do not overlap.
(1.6)
The volume integral of the hard-particle Mayer function yields the "excluded volume" for
two particles, i.e. the amount of space forbidden to one particle's center of mass by virtue
of the other's presence. The excluded volume is not simply the two particles' total volume,
but will typically depend on their mutual orientations, and can be calculated via geometric
arguments. For two perpendicular cylinders, the excluded volume is 4RL 2 + (8 + 21r) R 2 L +
(8 /3) rR3 , while for parallel cylinders, it is 87rR2L. Terms of order R2 and higher arise from
end effects and can be neglected when L > R. The excluded volume of two spherocylinders
is particularly simple at all angles [33],
/dR'w (R-R', u, u') = 4RL2 U X U'I + 87rR2L + (32 /3) rR3 (1.7)
4RL 2 Iu x u'I. (1.8)
1.2.2.2 Charged spherocylinders
Pairs of cylinders with uniform charge density a, placed in a medium of dielectric constant
e along with additional electrolyte of concentration Csalt, experience a screened, repulsive
electrostatic potential of the Debye-Hiickel form [28, 33-36],
L/2 L/2 r2e-clR+ru-R'-r'u'
Upair (R - R', u, u') L/2dr L/2 dr' + ruR' (1.9)
-L/2 J-L/2 - - r'u'
27rT2e- n x
(1.10)
KE Iu x u' I
where x is the distance of closest approach of the two rods and the inverse Debye screening
length, _ V'87re2 Csalt /(ekBT). Notice that the cross product in the denominator causes
the rods to tend to avoid the parallel configuration.
If we define
2r2 -2nRY_ ekBT e (1.11)
KelkBT
then the total excluded volume, including both electrostatic (for x > 2R) and hard-core
contributions, is [33,35,37]
dR'w (R-R', u, u') = 4RL2 ux u' + 2-Lu x u'| +ln YI
~~~+V ' dz ex ( , (12Ju'I
+i dz- exp zY ) (1.12)
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4L2 x u ' R + ( + lnY-n u x u') .(1.13)
Here y _ 0.5772156649... is Euler's constant, and the approximation [28,33,36] is accurate
for Y > 2, since then the exponential integral is negligible. Eqn. 1.13 resembles Eqn. 1.8
except for the additional term in the square brackets. We will examine this more closely.
1.2.3 Free energy of isotropic and nematic phases
1.2.3.1 Hard spherocylinders
In the isotropic phase, the distribution function f (R, u, t) = 1/ (4rV) and, referring back
to Eqn. 1.8, the free energy, Eqn. 1.1, reduces to [33,351
io = ciBT(lnci 1) L2R ci2sokBTdudu' u x (1.14)
= CisokBT (In ciso - 1 + ci L2R) . (1.15)
In the nematic phase, the rod distribution function is f (R, u, t) = (1/ V) f (u), making the
free energy
Fnem = nem kBT [(ln cnem - 1) + duf(u) n [4f (u)]
+2CnemL 2R du du'f (u) f (u') u x u' . (1.16)
1.2.3.2 Charged spherocylinders
Along the same lines as for hard particles, we find that for charged rods in the isotropic
phase [33, 35,36],
Fiso = isokBT (n ci,,so - 1)
c+ 2 i2kBT du du'uxu R + (3Y+lnY-nux u x')] (1.17)
= CisokBT (n ciso -1)+ L2sokBT R+ 2 (+lnY+ln2-) (1.18)
= iskBT (ln ciso - 1 + isoLReff) (1.19)
This has been cast into the same form as Eqn. 1.15. Evidently, when isotropically dis-
tributed, interactions among charged rods will resemble those of hard rods of radius Reff,
Reff =_R+ y +lnY+ln2-2 - . (1.20)1( 
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Treating the nematic phase proceeds similarly, although it is slightly more complicated.
Fnem CnemkBT (n c - 1) + CnemkBT J duf (u) In [47rf (u)] + 2L 2CnemkBT
X du du'f(u) f (u') Ixu X [R + ( + lnY-l n uxu'1)] .(1.21)
Keeping the same definition of Reff from Eqn. 1.20,
Fnem = CnemkBT (ln c- 1) + CnemkBT duf (u) ln [47rf (u)] + 2L2 CnemkBT
x du du'f (u) f (u') uxu'l [Reff- (ln2-- + ln ux ')](1.22)
The second term inside the square brackets has no counterpart for hard particles in Eqn.
1.16. It is a "twist" effect that represents the tendency of charged rods to avoid aligning
with one another [33,35].
1.2.4 Two-phase coexistence of hard rods
We now have a means to characterize the isotropic-nematic transition as a competition
between the free energies of the two phases at a given concentration. However, there may be
some concentrations at which the free energy can be further minimized by separating part
of the system into an isotropic component of concentration ciso and a nematic component
of concentration cnem [30]. Were this to occur, both the osmotic pressure and the chemical
potential of one component would be equivalent to the other's [33, 35, 37].
(OFnem -S (1.23)
kdV TN 09VITN
and
(OFnem -, (OFiso0 (1.24)
To solve for the concentrations cis0 and cnem, one selects a functional form for the nematic
f (u) that possesses some adjustable parameter characterizing the width of the angular
distribution of rods. The value of that parameter as a function of concentration can be
determined with the free energy minimization condition, Eqn. 1.3. One then substitutes
into the above the corresponding solutions of Eqns. 1.15 and 1.16. The resulting values
of ciso and cneln represent, respectively, the highest stable isotropic concentration and the
lowest stable nematic concentration. When the total system concentration sits between
these two values, the suspension separates into coexisting isotropic and nematic phases of
concentrations ciso and Cnem.
The model of isotropic-nematic phase separation that has been outlined here was orig-
inally developed by Onsager in the 1940s [38]. Onsager chose the following nematic distri-
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bution function
a cosh (acos )f (U)= 4rsinh (1.25)
with adjustable parameter a and with /3 representing the angle away from the director.
Onsager found for the transitional volume fractions - 7rR2Lc of hard, rigid rods,
Oiso = 3.340 2 
L (1.26)
(nem = 4.486 2.
Incorporating charge effects proceeds along much the same lines [35].
1.2.5 Effects of polydispersity
In general, accounting for polydisperse rods entails treating each rod length as a separate
species and then setting the chemical potentials and osmotic pressures of all species equal.
The complexity of this approach clearly limits theoretical treatments to simple systems such
as bidisperse [39-42] and tridisperse [43] length distributions. Very recently, however, in-
triguing new numerical work has appeared in regard to systems possessing a continuous
distribution of particle sizes [44-46]. Two separate nematic phases (NI and N 1) are indi-
cated, and at certain concentrations and polydispersity levels, both coexist in equilibrium
with the isotropic (I) phase. As volume fraction increases, the system moves from I to
I - NI to I - NI - NII to I - NI to N. The NI phase is composed primarily of the longest
rods in the sample, while the NI phase comprises more typical rods. Putative three-phase
coexistence has been reported in binary solutions of rodlike molecules [47], as well as in
sterically stabilized suspensions of continuously polydisperse bdhmite rods [17,23].
Wensink and Vroege's [46] work indicates that three-phase coexistence may occur for
polydispersities between 24% and 38%. Our samples' length polydispersity was approxi-
mately 27% [26], well within the expected range. Unfortunately the current state of these
studies does not yet lend itself to quantitative comparisons of the three-phase coexistence
concentrations or the critical volume fractions. Regarding the latter quantity, Wensink
and Vroege found that the exact volume fraction of the I - NII initial transition depended
strongly on the length of the longest rods present in the sample, and we were unable to
determine that value for our samples.
1.3 Phase transition observed with polarized light microscopy
Although one generally expects the nematic transition to be self-evident in X-ray scattering
insofar as it produces an asymmetric scattering pattern, we nevertheless utilized the well-
known technique of polarized light microscopy to characterize the phase transition. An
aligned sample will exhibit an index of refraction different along the nematic director than
in the perpendicular direction. When such a sample is placed between crossed polarizers,
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its birefringence causes light to pass through both polarizers to the viewer. The results are
shown in Fig. 1-3. The birefringent textures seen were qualitatively stable over timescales
of several months, and qualitatively uniform under rotation of the capillary about its long
axis.
For our samples, the orientational transition appeared to occur around =2.0%. The
Onsager model would predict the transition to occur at 15.7% based on the dimensions of
our bdhmite particles. This was a surprising result, and it is not clear that polydispersity
effects could account entirely for the substantial discrepancy. Subsequent chapters of this
thesis discuss other alternatives.
1.4 X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy
In addition to conventional small-angle X-ray scattering [48-50] to study the structure of
colloidal suspensions of b6hmite in glycerol, we utilized the emerging technique of X-ray
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS) [51] to characterize the equilibrium dynamics of
those suspensions.
At its most basic level, XPCS is simply the extension to X-ray wavelengths of com-
mon Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) techniques. In DLS [34], coherent illumination of a
fluctuating system gives rise to a time-varying, "speckled" scattering pattern. The time de-
pendence of the intensity I (q, t) at a scattering vector q provides a measure of the system's
dynamic structure factor, which, for a system of N identical, pointlike scattering elements
on trajectories Rn (t), is given by
S (q, At) <x E e-iq [Rm(t>R'.n(t+At)] (1.27)
n<m t
Finite-sized particles can be treated analytically as continuua of infinitesimal points. The
Siegert relation connects the measured intensity to the dynamic structure factor:
2(q, At) (I (q, t) I (q, t + At))t -1 +B(q) (q, At) (1.28)(I (q,t) S ( 0)
where (q) is an apparatus-dependent contrast [52]. Since limat,, S (q, At) = 0, the value
of 92 (q, At) decays from 1 +/ (q) to 1. The term S (q, 0) = S (q) is the static structure
factor.
XPCS allows several types of measurements that would be inaccessible to DLS. Obviously
with smaller wavelengths XPCS can probe further out in qJ than DLS, reaching length scales
comparable to colloidal particle dimensions. In addition, multiple scattering effects tend to
be negligible at X-ray wavelengths, making it possible to study samples for which multiple
scattering is significant at optical wavelengths, or even completely opaque samples.
Full details of the experimental apparatus are presented elsewhere [52-55]. A schematic
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Figure 1-3: Polarized light microscopy images from several b6hmite in glycerol specimens.
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Figure 1-4: Small-angle X-ray scattering and X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy appa-
ratus: beamline 8-ID-I at the Advanced Photon Source.
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can be seen in Fig. 1-4. In short, a 6.6 keV, Ge-monochromatized beam 60 meters from
an undulator source was incident on a pair of precision-crossed tantalum slit blades that
cut the beam size to 20 x 20 m2, passing  1010 partially coherent photons per second.
The partially coherent beam entered a temperature-controlled chamber containing a sample
mounted in a borosilicate glass capillary. The sample scattered the beam in a transmission
geometry. Approximately 3 meters downstream of the sample, an area detector recorded
scattered intensity. Detectors used in this thesis included a Princeton Instruments EEV
model 37 CCD array and a SMD 1M60 CCD array.
1.5 Overview
This thesis, to our knowledge, marks the first experiments probing colloidal bhmite on
sub-optical length scales. Although a number of XPCS measurements have been performed
on various liquid crystalline materials [56-61], we believe this work represents the first use
of XPCS to study a rodlike, lyotropic system.
In azimuthally anisotropic samples, both static scattering and intensity autocorrela-
tion functions display azimuthal variations in addition to the usual radial variations. To
allow simultaneous measurement of both, we have implemented a quantitative, fully two-
dimensional method for analyzing area detector data. Such a system had not previously
existed for correlation function measurements. In the process, it became necessary to ad-
dress several data analysis issues that arise under low-intensity conditions in scattering and
correlation spectroscopy experiments.
We seek with these measurements to investigate colloidal suspensions of anisotropic
particles in a regime where strong interparticle interactions profoundly influence collective
behavior, and to study these interactions on single-particle length scales. Bulk equilibrium
dynamics at this combination of relatively high concentration and high q have historically
been difficult to access quantitatively, both from theoretical and experimental standpoints-
even for particles as conceptually simple as cylinders.
In this thesis we examine the differences in statics and dynamics between samples with
concentrations just below and just above the orientational ordering transition. We test the
premise that the onset of alignment has no effect on the liquidlike positional structure of a
suspension. We investigate what role affecting dynamics is played by the strong confinement
of rods by their neigbors in aligned suspensions at concentrations well above the transition.
Also, with regard to aligned samples, we explore in depth how to take advantage of the
azimuthal anisotropy inherent in scattering from aligned systems to simultaneously probe
multiple nematic domains in a sample and extract information specific to each domain.
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1.6 Outline
In Chapter 2 we characterize the phase behavior further by studying quantitatively the orien-
tational ordering via azimuthally dependent static structure factor measurements. Chapter
3 discusses the isotropic, polydisperse rod form factor as well as the the behavior of the
radial dependence of the static structure factor in both the isotropic and aligned phases.
Chapter 4 concerns the dynamics of two isotropic suspensions. In Chapter 5 we examine the
full radial and azimuthal dependence of the dynamic structure factor in the orientationally
ordered phase. Appendix A covers several issues central to XPCS/DLS data analysis for
azimuthally anisotropic materials. In Appendix B we introduce a method for enhancing
signal-to-noise- in high-speed and/or anisotropic scattering data.
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Chapter 2
Azimuthal variations in static
scattering due to nematic alignment
2.1 Determining the distribution of rod orientations
2.1.1 Scattering from a rigid rod
The intensity of X rays scattered by an object arises from the coherent superposition of
scattered fields from all scattering centers (atoms) in the object [62]. When the object is a
single particle of roughly uniform electron density and the scattering angle is small, the sum
over atoms can be approximated by an integral over the particle's volume, and the angular
dependence of the scattered intensity is given by
2
F(q) oc l/ dre-iq . (2.1)
particle
This is known as the particle's form factor. The vector q is the difference between the
incident and scattered wavevectors. When X rays of wavelength A are elastically scattered
to an angle 2 away from the incident beam direction, the scattering vector magnitude is
q = sin 0.
For a rigid, cylindrical particle of length L and diameter 2R, the form factor is [481
() R2Lsin (q L cos-y) 2J1 (qRsin)) (2.2)
Frd (q) c qcos7Y qRsiny (2.2)
where J1 (x) is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind and y is the angle between
q and the rod's long axis. At q L > 1-provided L > R-the sin (qL cosy) / (qL cos y)
term will make Frod all but vanish except where cos-y = 0. In other words, at high q the
scattering is confined to directions perpendicular to the rod's length.
When the scattering is projected onto a screen (or other area detector) oriented perpen-
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dicular to the incident beam direction, a coordinate system naturally arises in which the unit
vectors x and are aligned with the screen's horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
As long as qA < 1, the scattering vector is for all intents and purposes completely parallel
to the screen, and thus
q = q cos k + q sin p i. (2.3)
This defines p as the azimuthal angle around the screen. If the rod is oriented at an angle
p to and an angle a around the the z-axis, then
cos y = sin /3 cos a cos po + cos p sin o (2.4)
and the scattering will be seen on the screen at [63] whichever p satisfy cosy = 0:
tan = - tan/3 cos a. (2.5)
Note that this limits -/3 < 0 / for any a.
2.1.2 Scattering from a dilute, oriented suspension of rigid rods
If a group of several rods are orientationally limited to small /3, the prior result, I~1 < 3,
implies that the rods will scatter only into a narrow range of azimuthal angles. In this section
we will see how this concept leads to a determination of rod orientations from scattering
data.
X rays scattered from multiple rods will incoherently sum, provided that the rods are all
at a distance > 27r /q from one another. If identical rods are distributed among orientations
with probability f (, a), subject to the normalization condition,
1 d (cos /3) daf (, ar) = 1, (2.6)
then in the limit of infinite dilution the scattered intensity will be [641:
/01 / r
I(q) = d (cos/) j daf (/3 ,a) Frod (q) (2.7)
In the special case of nematic order with a director parallel to 2, the orientational distri-
bution function reduces to f (3, a) = f () /27r and I (q) = f d (cos /3) f (/3) Frod (q) . Eqn.
2.5 then leads to [63]
f7r/2 f (3)
I (q, cP) = Frod (q) I (p) | d/3sin/3 f () (2.8)
, ~ cos2 x/tan 2 3 - tan2
Although an analytic inversion of Eqn. 2.8 exists [65], it involves derivatives of the measured
intensity and as a result is not commonly used on experimental data [66,67]. It is also possible
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to numerically invert Eqn. 2.8 [67-69]. Another alternative [70-72] is to choose an analytic
trial form for f (/3) with some finite number of adjustable parameters and then perform a
least-squares fit to the measured I (q, Ap).
2.1.2.1 The Maier-Saupe orientational distribution function
A simple example of such a trial function is the Maier-Saupe distribution [73, 74],
f (/3) cx ekBT (P2)P2(COS) (2.9)
which comes from the first term in an expansion of the mean field, rod-rod interaction energy
into spherical harmonic components. Here P2 (cos /) refers to the Legendre polynomial of
order 2 and E represents the (unknown) mean radial contribution to the rod-rod potential.
(P2) = f d (cos /3) f (/3) P2 (cos /3) is the ensemble average of P2 (cos /3) and is an important
indicator of the degree of orientational order. In general, (P), with 1 even, will be order
parameters for a nematic system. They will range from zero in the isotropic phase to one
when all rods are perfectly aligned. The use of (Pi) in lieu of the full set of generalized
spherical harmonics, (Dm,n), is allowed due to the cylindrical symmetry of the particles and
the subsequent symmetry in their interactions.
For the purpose of fitting experimental results, we replace the factor 2kB E (P2 ) with a
single parameter, m, such that the distribution function becomes [66, 75, 76]
1 m COS2/f (/3) (m) (2.10)
Here Z is the normalization coefficient,
Z(m)= - / dxe, (2.11)
necessary to satisfy Eqn. 2.6. (The form f () cc exp (- sin2 () /2a 2 ) used by Oldenbourg
et al. in Ref. 170] is equivalent to Eqn. 2.10 with a = 1 / 2m.)
With m as an adjustable parameter, one can then fit the experimentally measured in-
tensity to the form
1I (o) Z ( J (mcos2 ), (2.12)
where [66, 75, 76]
J (x) -erf () (2.13)
2 i
E 2i+1 !! (2.14)i--(2i + 1)!!
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Eqn. 2.12 arises from substituting Eqn. 2.9 into Eqn. 2.8. It follows [66] that
(a) z (m) 1 - + cos + * o ) (2.15)
and
(cos2 ) z () d(cos) cos2 em 0os (2.16)
2m z ( - 1m (2.17)
2--2 (Z(- ) ) 1] (2.18)
Hence, using the Maier-Saupe distribution facilitates a straightforward evaluation of the
lowest-order nematic order parameter, depending solely on the parameter m.
2.1.2.2 Davidson's generalized orientational distribution function
A natural generalization of Eqn. 2.9 to higher orders gives [67,74]
1 kT E .... u£)(P£)P£(cos 3)f () = Z( ekBT e (2.19)
but as yet no direct inversion has been found for extracting (Pe) from Eqn. 2.8 when
this form is used. Recently, Davidson et al. [66] proposed a similar alternative that can
be inverted. It involves expanding the orientational distribution function not in Legendre
polynomials but insead in circular functions,
00
f () = E f2i Cos2i 3. (2.20)
i=O
Here {f2i} is a set of adjustable parameters; it is practical to set f2i to zero above some
cutoff i. Note that the Boltzmann form is not used in this particular expansion.
Substituting this form into Eqn. 2.8, the intensity is given by
00
I ((o) c E I2i cos2i p, (2.21)
i=O
with
I2i - f2i B 2 ,i+ 1) = f2i(2i+1!!' (2.22)
B (,i + 1) being the beta function [77]. A comparison of Eqns. 2.10 and 2.20 (or Eqns.
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2.14 and 2.22) shows that the Maier-Saupe treatment corresponds to the special case of [66]
f2i = i!Z(m) (2.23)
For convenience, we adopt a slightly different notation for Davidson's orientational dis-
tribution function,
o00
f (/) = S ai (2i + 1) cos2 i . (2.24)
i=O
In this form, the normalization condition, Eqn. 2.6, becomes
00
d (cos3) f (/3) = E ai = 1. (2.25)
i=o
The adjustable parameters, ai, are constrained to the range 0 < ai < 1. One of them, which
we choose to be ao, is determined by the normalization condition. This makes
00oo
ao = 1- ai, (2.26)
i=l
o00
f(3) = 1 + ai [(2i + 1) cos2 i - 1], (2.27)
i=l
oo
I (p) cX 1 + ai (ci cos2i p - 1) (2.28)
i=l
cxS +···, (2.29)oc + a (2 COS2 -l) + a2 83 cos4 -1) (2.29)
with
Ci i + 2 B 2 i + 1 (2.30)
(2i)!! (2.31)(2i - !!
1 (2.32)
(cos 2 i (P)
One advantage of this particular notation is that Eqn. 2.32 clearly demonstrates that the
azimuthal average of the right side of Eqn. 2.28 is unity. Another is that it yields relatively
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simple forms for the "full" set (i.e. for all even 1 up to the cutoff) of (Pe),
3 1 2 1 00 2i(P2) -2 d (cos/) f () cos2 /3 - = ai (2.33)
2(i-) 2i (P4) Eai etc. (2.34)(P4 ) -iai= (2i + 5) (2i + 3)' etc. (2.34)
The presence of multiple adjustable parameters in Eqns. 2.28 and 2.33 has led to their being
infrequently used to analyze measured scattering, unlike other forms such as Eqns. 2.12 and
2.18 [63,66,70,71,75] or a even simple Gaussian f () [72].
2.1.3 Scattering from a concentrated, oriented suspension of rigid rods
When rods in suspension are packed densely enough, multi-rod interference effects may
arise in the scattering. This will be discussed thoroughly in the next chapter. Although
the formalism above made no reference to positional interactions among rods, orientational
distribution functions (ODF) for nematics are typically measured [63-68,71,75] at a q value
corresponding to a maximum in interparticle interference, where these interactions are by
definition significant. Measurements at higher q values [70,72] can in principle yield an ODF
independent of interparticle effects, although the overall reduction in scattering cross-section
may result in signal-to-noise disadvantages.
ODF data collected at the interparticle peak is taken to be representative of the distri-
bution of "clusters" in the sample [63]. These clusters are assumed to exhibit a very high
degree of short-range alignment, meaning that the spread in scattering to a range of TO angles
is solely the result of long-range variations of the nematic director. A recent study by Purdy
et al. [72] compared data from both small and large q and found good agreement in both
cases. In this thesis we attempt to test the "cluster" model further by measuring the order
parameter continuously throughout a range of q that extends well above and below the inter-
particle interference maximum. This will serve to verify the implicit assumption above that
the intensity may be separated into two independent terms: I (q) = Iradial (q) azimuthal (P).
2.2 Limitations on information about isotropic-nematic coex-
istence from scattering measurements
When both isotropic and nematic domains coexist in a sample, one would ideally hope to
extract from scattering data three different characteristics of each nematic domain: propor-
tion relative to other domains, order parameter, and director orientation. Additionally, the
relative proportion of isotropic material would be of interest. Generally speaking, however,
when the illuminated portion of a sample contains two or more components of differing
structure, small-angle X-ray scattering cannot be used to distinguish whether macroscopi-
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cally separated domains exist or the sample is instead a macroscopically uniform mixture
of the various components. We will demonstrate here that unless specific constraints on the
orientational distribution function (such as the Maier-Saupe form) are assumed a priori,
neither the nematic order parameter(s) nor the relative proportions of isotropic and nematic
domains in a multidomain sample can be uniquely identified by measuring the azimuthal
dependence of scattered intensity. Furthermore, we will also show that noise in real experi-
mental data can obscure the determination of the relative proportions even after a particular
ODF is chosen.
2.2.1 Two-phase (I - N) coexistence
2.2.1.1 Equivalence of scattering from isotropic and ao terms
If a portion, /I, of the sample exists in an isotropic phase along with a nematic domain
comprising vAn of the sample, the azimuthal X-ray scattering profile can be expected to be
the weighted superposition of the respective azimuthally constant and varying profiles,
I (9) = vII + VNIN (P). (2.35)
Substituting Eqn. 2.28,
I (() VIII + VN (IN), [1 + E ai (ci cos2i p - 1)1 . (2.36)
The coefficient (IN), represents the azimuthally averaged scattering strength. It can be
thought of as the scattering from a domain with all rod centers positioned as in the nematic
domain, but possessing instead a completely uniform distribution of rod orientations. Both of
the coefficients II and (IN), implicitly contain the full dependence on the radial coordinate,
q, of the scattering vector. We will ignore this q-dependence until the next chapter, and will
treat them for now as known quantities.
It is straightforward to rewrite Eqn. 2.36 as,
I(p) = (VIII N (IN) + I (I N) (ci cos -1) (2.37)
w= (I') 1+ a:(ci Cos2 i - 1, (2.38)
with
(IN)~- VII + VN (IN),, (2.39)
VN (IN) (.40
a1 1I + VN (IN);.
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Eqn. 2.38 shows the composite scattering from two phases rearranged into a form consistent
with scattering exclusively from a nematic domain. Since the inequality 0 < a' < is
satisfied for all i, the single-domain configuration is a physically realizable system that would
produce a scattering profile identical to that of the original I - N combination. These are
two of a multitude of I - N mixtures of various ratios that would be consistent with the
measured scattering.
Such ambiguity is eliminated if specific relations between the distribution function com-
ponents are imposed. For example, when the Maier-Saupe orientational distribution function
is assumed (see Eqns. 2.20, 2.23, and 2.24),
ai = i(2i 1) ai-i. (2.41)
i (2i + 1)
In Eqn. 2.38,
aO = 1 a -a, (2.42)
mi=l
which means that a single nematic domain possessing a Maier-Saupe ODF would not give
rise to the scattering in Eqn. 2.36, nor in fact could any combination of isotropic and
Maier-Saupe nematic domains except the original.
2.2.1.2 Experimental uncertainties and fitted proportions
Despite the mathematical uniqueness of scattering from any Maier-Saupe I - N pair, exper-
imental evaluations of the relative proportions of the two phases based on fits to scattering
data can be highly uncertain, especially when the orientational order parameter is signifi-
cantly less than unity. To see how, suppose that the extrema, I (I = 0) and I (o = 7r /2),
are well-known values. Eqns. 2.12 and 2.35 then combine to give
I ((p) = VIII + VN (IN) Z ° (i ) (2.43)
J (m) I ( )-I ( = 0)(2.44)
VI = (2.44)
(Incidentally, this reveals a convenient calculation for a lower bound on physically reasonable
values of m,
vIII > 0 (2.45)
J(m) I 0) (2.46)
and J (m) monotonically increases with m, starting at J (m = 0) = 1.)
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Making use of the identities,
dJ (2m - 1) J(m) + 1
dm 2m (2.47)dm 2m
dJ 2lim =- (2.48)
m-*o dm 3
we find that
dvj (2m -1) J (m) + 1 (2.49)
dm 2m (J (m) -1)2
which decreases monotonically with m. For m << 1, dv /dm c 3/2m 2 . At high ori-
entational order parameters, m > 1 and dvj /dm oc 1 /J (m); in this case the isotropic
domain's contribution is easily distinguishable since the nematic domain presents negligible
scattering at = r/2. For lower order parameters (m < 5, say), dvi /dm will be large,
meaning that significant uncertainties in the fitted proportions, VI,N, may accompany even
small uncertainties encountered in the fitting of m.
2.2.2 Three-phase (I - NI - NI) coexistence
2.2.2.1 Interchangability of scattering from nematic domains
When a second nematic domain is present in the sample, none of the three interesting char-
acteristics of the nematics-orientation, order parameter, and proportion-nor the isotropic
proportion can be uniquely discerned from scattering without constraining the orientational
distribution function. This impossibility can be demonstrated by extending Eqn. 2.36 to
apply to a system with two distinct nematic domains,
I () = VIII + VNIINI () + VNIINI (P) (2.50)
"= vIII + vNI (INI)o I + a (I) (ci cos2i (- 9)) -1)
+VNII ( NI1) 1 + E a (c ) (i cos2 i (· - ) 1)] , (2.51)
and then reorganizing it as
00oo 00
I (() = ao + E3 C) cos (2p9) + E 4p) sin (2 p9), (2.52)
p=l p=l
where
ao - vIII + VNI (IN,), + -vN (NII), (2.53)
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4 -C) Z (i - 2)! (i [VI (I a( + n (IN) CO O)] 
(2.54)
a(s) E (i (i!)2 [VN (INI). a in ( ) (N) a) sin (2pI )(S)-- i-p)! (i + p)! 
T=p
(2.55)
Notice the introduction in Eqn. 2.51 of the parameters, o0' II), reflecting the separate orien-
tations of the two nematic domains.
Eqn. 2.52 shows the connection between a Fourier series expansion of the measured
intensity and the Davidson expansion coefficients ai of the orientational distribution func-
tion(s). Suppose we terminate the expansions after some arbitrarily large number of terms,
imax; that is to say, a>im a x -- = 0. The quantities we wish to solve for are a(I)i ,c,;ta st a,1>imax = >imax _imax
{a(I) },() ) vi, VIVN, and vNIn, for a total of 2ima + 5 unknowns. The cutoff also
ensures that a(c) a() 0. Eqn. 2.52 then implicitly contains 2imax + I inde-
pendent equations. The requirement that the proportions must sum to the whole provides
the equation: VI + VNi + VNII = 1, which is independent of the others unless, for example,
II = (IN,), = (INII),O. This leaves three more unknowns than equations, meaning a unique
solution is impossible. Two of these degrees of freedom arise from the interchangability
of the scattering from isotropic and nematic domains as discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.1. The
third comes from a similar relationship between the two nematic domains. One particular
graphical example of this inherent ambiguity is displayed in Fig. 2-1.
A few exceptions arise under special circumstances. For example, if the domains both
possess order parameters large enough that their scattering does not significantly overlap
in W, then it will be empirically evident that a(I) up to some imin. Thisi<,i,min - i<imin ~ up to some m in. This
effectively yields 2 imin new constraining equations and will permit determinations of at least
the director orientations, if not a full solution. Similarly, the orientations will be evident if
the two directors are orthogonal to one another; in this case I () will display a reflection
symmetry every 2 radians, and in addition, (II) I) + , thereby making
a( -_2 (i!)! [VNI (I NI ) a + (-1)p VNII (INII)2i a)] cos (2p( )), (2.56)ia =
and similarly for p
As mentioned earlier, another way to add sufficient constraints is to adopt a priori a
specific class of orientational distribution functions. The Maier-Saupe form provides con-
straints that can be treated as 2imax -2 additional equations, as seen in Eqn. 2.41 (allowing
imax - o0). Maier-Saupe distributions effectively overconstrain the unknowns, providing a
unique relationship between scattering and domain structure. In principle, one then need
only obtain three components of the Fourier series expansion, for example ao, a(c), and
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Figure 2-1: Two different theoretical I - N - N 1 configurations that give rise to mathe-
matically identical azimuthal scattering profiles. Thin lines represent individual domains'
contributions. Thick lines represent the total scattering. The specific parameter values used
are listed in Table 2.1.
* (I) vI )N ( ) a() a() a(l
(a) 0 3 36° 0.40 0 0 1 0
(b) 0.41367 2 300 0.57 0.13 0 0 1
J a() (paII)) ( ) ) () a(II)a1Ia(PO ¢2i) (P4 0 1 2
(a) 2 120° 0.52 0.089 0 -- 75 10 10
(b) 0.30633 107.980 0.40 0 0 1 0
Table 2.1: Parameters used to generate three-phase scattering intensities as seen in Fig.
2-1(a) and (b). For simplicity, II = (INI) = (INi)qz = 1 and a(I 3 = a(>3II) 0
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al , in order to completely specify the properties of all three domains. Nevertheless, the
discussion in Sec. 2.2.1.2 regarding experimental uncertainties is still entirely relevant.
2.2.2.2 Experimental uncertainties and fitted order parameters
Order parameters of experimental three-phase data may be more difficult to extract than in
the analogous two-phase (I - N) case. The isotropic component of the scattering serves only
to add an offset, as a constant background would, and does not change the overall shape
of the nematic's azimuthal scattering profile. By comparison, a second nematic phase does
distort that shape.
This has two significant effects: first, the tails ( - 'Po i r/2) of scattering from
one domain can easily become washed out by the central portion of the other domain's
scattering. A similar situation is encountered when an azimuthal angular range less than
7r/2 is experimentally accessible. While information from the full range is not strictly
necessary to determine an order parameter once the Maier-Saupe ODF is adopted, it does
significantly improve the quality of fitted results.
The second effect is that even though two local maxima may be evident in the raw data,
the constituent peaks may be substantially offset in angle and may be significantly narrower
than a visual inspection of their sum might seem to indicate. An example of this can be
found in Fig. 2-1(a), where the lesser domain's scattering profile is rather distinct from the
composite peak. Once again, the Maier-Saupe ODF constrains the lineshapes sufficiently
to resolve the ambiguity in principle, but with the presence of measurement noise and the
allowance of a constant (isotropic) background of unknown magnitude, even small changes
to the director orientations during the fitting process can cause significant swings in the
best-fit order parameters.
2.3 Characterization of orientational ordering in suspensions
of bShmite in glycerol
2.3.1 Azimuthal dependence of scattering
We have measured the X-ray scattering cross section of the bhmite in glycerol samples
described in Sec. 1.1. Intensities were recorded over continuous ranges of q and P simul-
taneously. We chose P = 0 to be perpendicular to the capillary, as shown in Fig. 2-2.
The azimuthal dependence at a relatively high q value is plotted in Fig. 2-3 for several
different concentrations. (Strictly speaking, the quantity plotted is the effective structure
factor, Seff (q, Ap)-its azimuthal dependence is identical to that of the raw intensity; see
Sec. 3.3.1 for details.) Orientational ordering, indicated by azimuthal intensity variations,
was apparent at 2% volume fraction and above, in agreement with the optical birefringence
studies discussed in the previous chapter. Azimuthal dependences were qualitatively similar
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Figure 2-2: Transmission geometry for scattering experiments. Azimuthal angles =
0°, 180° represented directions perpendicular to the capillary; p = 90°, 270° were parallel
to the capillary.
at all q for a given sample, and, as shown in Fig. 2-4, did not significantly vary as the beam
position on the sample was changed.
The ordering process was not a simple one, however. While periodic every 7r radians
in accordance with Friedel's law [78], none of the curves in Fig. 2-3 demonstrated the
usual indicator of a single nematic domain: inversion symmetry about a maximum along
p. Typically they displayed a main peak together with a secondary peak or shoulder. Even
curves with a single dominant peak, such as those of the 6.5% and 7.5% samples, displayed
slight asymmetries near the minima, betraying the presence of a relatively weaker, additional
source of scattering. The simplest scenario consistent with these double-peaked profiles
is that of isot;ropic-nematic-nematic coexistence. Azimuthal variations were of sufficient
magnitude relative to the azimuthal average to indicate that each nematic domain occupied
a significant portion of the entire sample, and were not confined, for example, to a thin layer
on the wall of the capillary tube in which the sample was loaded.
Attempts to merge and reorient the domains using magnetic and AC electric fields were
unsuccessful. Annealing at 80 °C over several months also yielded no changes in the domain
structure.
We extracted from the azimuthal profiles quantitative information about the relative
proportions of the sample in each phase, along with the director orientations and order
parameters of the nematic domains. Having ruled out in Sec. 2.2 the use of Davidson's
general function, we fit the data to the form,
j (m(I) coS2 ( _ I))) j (m(II) coS2 ( -_ (1)))
I (pO) = VIII ' vNI (N) Z ( + VN (NI )~ Z (m(I))
(2.57)
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Figure 2-3: Azimuthal dependence of the scattered intensity at q(L) - 48. The samples'
nominal volume fractions are indicated at the right. For clarity, offsets of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 7 have been added to each curve, respectively.
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Figure 2-4: High-resolution azimuthal profiling of 7.5% sample. Four sets of points are
shown. The sample was moved horizontally by 0.1 mm (four times the beam size) and
vertically by 0.2 mm between each set. The two angular ranges correspond to two different
detector positions.
which is the natural extension of Eqn. 2.43 to a three-component system. Representative
examples of the fits are shown in Fig. 2-5. The seven adjustable parameters were yIII,
VNI (INq)1 \, VN I (IN),) , ( ) , m( I ), (o), and o' . With this large number of parameters,
fits did not always immediately converge to sensible values. For each sample, fits were first
made separately at each q. The medians of the parameter values across q were then used
as the starting point for a second round of fitting, once again independently at every q.
This produced reasonable agreement without precise predeterminations of the parameters.
Successful fitting required constraining m and v (I) values to be nonnegative, as well as
holding v (I) values below the maximum measured intensity.
We made little effort to compare the data to models accounting for four-phase or greater
coexistence, for two reasons. First, doing so involves at least ten adjustable parameters,
making reasonable convergence even more difficult to achieve. Second, no obvious discrep-
ancies from the three-phase model occurred in the data-for example, no sample displayed
more than two azimuthal peaks.
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Figure 2-5: Azimuthal dependence of (a) 3.5% and (b) 6.5% samples' scattering at the three
q values indicated. Thick lines are fits to Eqn. 2.57 using the Maier-Saupe form from Eqn.
2.13 (solid) or Davidson's form from Eqn. 2.28 (dashed, behind solid lines). Thin lines show
the isotropic and nematic contributions in the fit for q = 0.012 A- 1 .
Similarly, our analysis did not include any parameters to account for either nematic
director possessing a component along the incident beam. A director partially parallel to the
beam would alter the azimuthal intensity profile considerably. A simple example illustrates
how: imagine a near-perfectly aligned sample with a director at (, a). From Eqn. 2.5,
090 cos oa sin (2p) (2.58
90/ cos2 /3 + sin2 p cos2 a - sin (23)'
As a - 7r /2 and/ - r /2, the derivative becomes arbitrarily large. Thus for some (/3, a)
scattering will be directed to a wide range of cp despite the order parameter being arbitrarily
close to 1. Had such a "tilt" in the director(s) been significant, the scattering profile would
have been "stretched" near the azimuthal maximum [63], and the simple three-phase model
based on Eqn. 2.12 would have displayed far less agreement with the data.
2.3.2 Nematic director orientations
The directions, (I) and (I, into which the nematic domains most strongly scattered did
not vary substantially along q, as can be seen in Fig. 2-6. The greatest variation was
observed in high-volume-fraction samples, where the scattering from one domain was so
weak as to be difficult to distinguish from the isotropic contribution. Consequently, we
further refined the fitting of other parameters by fixing (oI) and () to their median values
for all q. All results presented hereafter utilized this constraint.
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Figure 2-6: Fitted directions perpendicular to the two nematic directors for each anisotropic
sample. Points indicate the median value across q from 0.0097 to 0.063 -A 1. Error bars span
the full range of poo found. Capillaries holding the samples were oriented along 99 _ 90°.
Overall the two directors (pointed perpendicular to ¢o) were approximately orthogonal
to one another in each sample. The first director lay more or less perpendicular to the
capillary, while the second was rougly parallel. Despite this general consistency, there was
substantial variation of the director orientations among samples. One potential source of
such variation was the orientation of the capillary itself, which was not precisely controllable
in our apparatus. If this were the only cause, one would expect the difference between the
two directors to remain constant across all samples, which was not the case.
This raises the question of what caused the domains to align as they did. Flow and
interactions with surfaces are both well known to influence director orientation [1,79]. Per-
haps one domain sat at the capillary walls, while another was primarily influenced by flow
down the center of the capillary as the sample was loaded. This situation is diagrammed in
Fig. 2-7, and it is consistent with the microscopy studies discussed in the previous chapter,
which revealed little variation in birefringence as one rotated the capillary around its long
axis. Neither the interior surface of the capillary nor the rate at which material flowed into
the tube were directly under our control; if they indeed opposed one another with regard to
affecting director orientation, it was purely fortuitous.
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Figure 2-7: Schematic of possible configuration of nematic directors in samples studied.
Shown is a cross-section through the cylindrical capillary tube holding the sample. Bars
represent the projections into the page of local nematic directors, with dots indicating direc-
tors oriented along the capillary length. The "empty" region midway between the capillary
walls and center is effectively isotropic.
An alternate possibility, also consistent with the microscopy results, is that the phase
separation was microscopic rather than macroscopic. In this situation, rods would either
tend to align perpendicular to their neighbors, or small pockets of essentially parallel rods, as
discussed in Sec. 2.1.3, would arrange in a crosshatched pattern throughout the sample. The
bare electrostatic potential of widely separated, similarly charged rods is indeed expected to
energetically favor this sort of perpendicular alignment [80]. However, the "bare" repulsive
interaction is generally thought of as a tendency toward random, isotropic configurations
rather than the highly ordered arrangement necessary to generate the observed, markedly
double-peaked scattering. Moreover, in typical solutions the effects of screening, multibody,
and excluded volume interactions dominate, inducing parallel alignment of neighbors [80-82]
and hence conventional nematic ordering. We therefore were skeptical of the micro-phase
separation scenario with regard to our samples, despite the appeal of its simplicity.
Underlying this discussion is the noteworthy fact that in order for X-ray scattering
measurements to detect separate, coexisting nematic domains, the directors cannot be
collinear. Thus, the common practice of applying an external field to orient the sam-
ple [63,66,68,70-72,76] may effectively erase any detectable contrast between two nematic
phases, even if the domains remain otherwise distinct: for example, containing different-
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length rods on average [44-46].
2.3.3 Nematic order parameters
Fitted values of m(I ) and m(I) were entered into Eqn. 2.18 to extract the order parameters
(P I) ) and ( (II)) of the two nematic domains. Holding fixed the directors as discussed in
the previous section, fits were performed independently at each q to test the proposition of
Sec. 2.1.3 that rods are grouped into local clusters of near-complete order. Representative
results are shown in Fig. 2-8.
The general q-dependence of the order parameters appeared to be related to the (radial)
effective interparticle structure factor, which will be discussed more thoroughly in Secs.
2.3.4 and 3.3.1. The first nematic domain-the one with a director roughly perpendicular
to the capillary axis-displayed a peak in the order parameter at q values near the peak in
the structure factor for samples of volume fraction >5.5%. The second nematic domain-
with a director parallel to the capillary axis-did not display such a clear peak, but instead
showed a slight, gradual increase in order parameter as q approached the structure factor
peak value for all volume fractions where this domain scattered distinctly enough to allow
reliable measurements of the order parameter.
The behavior of (P() may be understood with the local cluster model: nearest neigh-
bors exhibit a greater degree of alignment than more distantly separated pairs. This would
lead to a gradual reduction in the order parameter as the probed length scale increases (q
decreases) from the nearest-neighbor length scale. A different mechanism may underlie the
peak in P( I )) , which does not appear consistent with local clustering. An anomalously
large order parameter within a limited range of q near qo indicates that excess intensity
around (qo, I) ) enhanced the ordinary azimuthal maximum. Interparticle intereference
effects, detailed in Eqn. 3.43, could give rise to just such a localized feature. When q points
along Rmn, the vector connecting two rods' centers, the factor exp (-iq R mn) goes to unity
at q = 2r /Rrln. As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.1, rods involved in interparticle interference must
be oriented almost perfectly parallel to one another. Thus, an interference peak will emerge
at (q, p)) only if there is a correlation between nearest neighbors' mutual orientation and
the direction of Rrnn. When separated along the nematic director, the rods would be less
likely to be parallel than were they separated perpendicular to the nematic director. The
anisotropy of simple hard spherocylinder excluded volumes, discussed in Sec. 1.2.2, could
easily explain this tendency-much the same way as in smectic liquid crystalline phases [1].
The qualitative difference between the two order parameters' respective variations with
q tends to support the idea that two separate mechanisms brought about the orientation of
the two nematic directors. So too does the substantial discrepancy between the two order
parameters' magnitudes, as shown for all samples in Fig 2-9.
To summarize, the domain with director parallel to the capillary axis appeared to display
local clustering and had an order parameter of, on average, 0.46. We surmise that this
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Figure 2-8: Best-fit values of nematic order parameter for each of two domains in four
bbhmite-in-glycerol samples.
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Figure 2-9: Fitted order parameters for each anisotropic sample. Points indicate the median
value across q from 0.0097 to 0.063 A-1 . Error bars span the full range of (P2) found.
domain was oriented by flow down the center of the capillary tube. The domain with
director perpendicular to the capillary axis seemed to indicate that neighboring rods' relative
orientations were coupled to the direction of their center-of-mass separation. This domain
showed a low order parameter of, on average, 0.27. It may have been aligned by surface
anchoring effects at the capillary walls. Neither order parameter displayed any systematic
increase or decrease with volume fraction, but the uncertainty inherent in fitting the three-
phase model may have washed out gradual trends.
2.3.4 Proportions of I, N, and NI phases
Our results for the q-dependence of the three remaining fit parameters, viII, VNI (INi),p,
VNII (IN 1 ),, are discussed fully in Sec. 3.3.4. Since both the director orientations and order
parameters of the two nematic domains showed little variation at high q, we attempted to
extract a rough estimate of the proportions from this region of the measured area. Past its
main peak, the effective structure factor is expected to approach I (o) (Sec. 3.3.1). This
implies that the proportionality coefficient in Eqn. 2.12 is unity, and we therefore assumed
v (I)- at large q.
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Figure 2-10: Fitted proportions of one isotropic (I) and two nematic phases (I, II), for each
anisotropic sample. Dashed lines are linear least-squares fits for each phase, intended as a
guide to the eye.
The results in Fig. 2-10 show the average normalized v for 0.050 q < 0.063 A-1.
To allow for possible inaccuracies in absolute cross-section normalization, such as those
discussed later in Sec. 3.1.6, we allowed all three proportions to vary freely, and after fitting
scaled them collectively in order to recover the condition VI + VNI + VNI = 1. Although there
was a great deal of scatter, due primarily to the issues raised in Secs. 2.2.1.2 and 2.2.2.2, the
trends clearly visible to the eye in Fig. 2-3 are highlighted in Fig. 2-10; the "perpendicular"
(to the capillary axis) nematic represented a greater and greater portion of the sample as
the volume fraction was increased, displacing the "parallel" nematic and isotropic material.
At first glance, this appears consistent with the picture of microscopic phase separation
driven heavily by polydispersity effects as outlined in Sec. 1.2.5. The very longest rods
begin to align with one another in a state (NI) of relatively high order even at relatively
low volume fractions. With increasing volume fraction, another nematic phase (N), this
one of lower order parameter and comprising the majority of "normal-length" rods, gradually
arises in the material until it completely replaces the first, and then ultimately the isotropic
phase as well. Across the range of coexistence concentrations, the order parameters remain
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more or less constant, the proportions changing instead. Our measured order parameters
and proportions bore this out, but we are left without a mechanism for the disparity in
director orientation. This model offers no hint that the longest rods would align one way
while the rest were driven toward a distinctly different direction, and for that reason we
doubt our samples exhibited such microscopic phase separation.
We introduced in Sec. 2.3.2 a macroscopic phase separation scheme that addressed the
unique director orientations. Here the observed trend toward a preponderance of the N
phase with increasing volume fraction would arise from the enhancement of the range of
the anchoring effect as the rods packed closer together. It would be reasonable, then, to
expect the order parameters of both the N and NII domains to increase significantly with
volume fraction. It remains unclear whether this macroscopic picture can be understood to
be consistent with our observation of roughly constant order parameters. One possibility
comes from the recent work of Potemkin et al. [82]. Accounting fully for (unscreened) many-
body electrostatic interaction effects, their model indicates that a weakly aligned nematic
phase can be stable at very low volume fractions, with an order parameter that varies little
until the conventional transition point is reached.
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Chapter 3
The static interparticle structure
factor across the isotropic-to-nematic
transition
3.1 Determining the form factor
3.1.1 Scattering from a dilute, isotropic suspension of polydisperse rod-
like particles
Recalling Eqn. 2.2 for a single rod's form factor,
siR n (q CosY) 2J 1 (qRsinY)(3.1)
L qR sin ?Frod, q (q L O( (q2 Os7) y q i o (3.1)
In a dilute, isotropic suspension, all orientations are equally likely and thus f (y) = 1 /(4r).
If all N rods are identical, then
Frods (q) = N d (cos y) Frod (q). (3.2)
Notice that this expression is independent of the direction in which q points. In a polydis-
perse collection, Nf (L, R) rods will exhibit a length L and radius R. Assuming the length
and radius are uncorrelated, the size probabilities separate, i.e. f (L, R) = f (L) f (R), and
the form factor becomes [49,83]
[00 p00
Frods (q) = N dL f (L) dR f (R) d (cosi) Frod (q). (3.3)
X-ray scattering is for the most part insensitive to the precise shape of a polydisperse
distribution, so it is convenient to select the lognormal distribution for comparison with data.
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The lognormal distribution is consistent with TEM observations of b6hmite rods [11, 12],
and is also commonly used in theoretical treatments of polydisperse rods [44, 461. Its form
is [44, 84]
(In L--iL) 2
f (L)- e 2wL e (3.4)
27FWLL
with mean
(L) j dL f (L) L = -eL+2 L (3.5)
and polydispersity
aL = 2 (3.6)
W2/eL -1 (3.7)
WL forwL < 1, (3.8)
and similarly for R. Possessing only two adjustable parameters, it is well suited for use
in nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithms. An advantage of using the lognormal instead
of a typical Gaussian distribution is that the lognormal f (L) approaches zero as L -- 0,
inherently removing from the model all unphysical particles of zero or negative size.
3.1.2 Absolute cross-section normalization
For any dilute solution of monodisperse particles, q-dependent terms in the form factor
approach unity as q -- 0 (for example, Eqn. 3.1 goes to (rR2L) 2). The measured intensity
at very low scattering angles is given by [49]
I (Q< = I Qdcre (VAp) 2 , (3.9)
where Io is the incident intensity (corrected for sample absorption), a the detector's quantum
efficiency, Q its solid angle of acceptance, d the sample thickness, c the concentration (number
per unit volume) of particles in the sample, r, the Thomson classical electron radius, V the
volume of a particle, and Ap the electron density difference between the particles and the
medium in which they sit. Moving the apparatus-specific terms to the left side of the
equation, we recover the form factor,
I(q< ) 2
= lim F (q) = r (Ap) 2 cV 2, (3.10)Io a d q-O e
meaning that the proportionality coefficient for Eqns. 3.1 and 2.1 is simply r2 (p) 2 .
Generalizing to polydisperse populations, V2 should be replaced by (V 2) while c oc N
remains the overall number of particles per unit volume. For polydisperse, cylindrically
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shaped particles in a dilute, isotropic solution, then,
Frods q < = re cr2 (R 4 L2). (3.11)
When the length and radius distributions are independent and of the lognormal variety, as
in Eqns. 3.3 and 3.4,
Frods (q < = r2 C72e4R+8W e2+ 2 (3.12)
72¢4(l R+½2W)+6w2 2(L+W2) +w 2 (3.13)
oc 2 (R) 4 ( 2 + 1) 6 (L) 2 (a2 + 1) . (3.14)
The polydispersity enters directly into this expression because the form factor depends on
((R2L) 2) rather than ((R)2(L)) 2 .
Another q-regime where the form factor simplifies considerably is where 1 /q is between
the rods' long and short dimensions. Specifically, Eqn. 3.2 reduces to [50]
Frods (q > re (Ap) 2 C (7rR2L i (qC) oss7 2 3 .1 5 )
2 (Ap)2 7RR2L2 J1 (qR)2 (3.16)
e (pqR qL
because [sin (q (L /2) cos y) /(q (L /2) cos y)]2 will be negligible except where cos y < 2 /qL
and sin-y 1. If the monodisperse rods' aspect ratio is large enough, there will then be a
range of q in which
Frods <q 1) re (/p)2 ir3R4 L(3.17)
In the case of rods with lognormal polydispersity,
; 2 <<q <Kl) _rT2 (p) 2 C1r3e4,R+8w2eiL+L2 (3.18)
rod - < q (3.18)
qre (ap)2 c 3 (R 4 (+\ ± 1)6 (L)
This formula must be used with caution, especially with polydisperse samples. Unless all
rods possess a very large (-- 10000) aspect ratio, Eqn. 3.17 is accurate only to within 10%
or 20%.
Eqns. 3.13 and 3.19, when compared to data, may be useful as checks or constraints
on any of the size or concentration parameters or on the accuracy by which the measured
scattering has been normalized.
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3.1.3 Form factor of a rigid rod with a surface layer
A common model of charged rods in solution is a solid cylindrical core covered by a thin
electrical double layer [13,85,86]. In the case of b6hmite [13], ionized hydroxyl groups on
the rod surface trap oppositely charged counterions that drift closer to the rod than some
critical distance at which the electrostatic interaction is strong enough to overcome thermal
diffusion. The counterions "condense" onto the rod, forming the double layer. The double
layer's electron density may thus differ both from the core's and the solvent's, and the form
factor may show evidence of this double layer.
It is straightforward to extend Eqn. 3.1 to treat a cylindrical particle of radius R and
relative electron density Ap1, surrounded by an adsorbed layer of thickness AR and density
AP2 .
sn Cos -y) ~2 ' P1 - A (22J1 (qR sin 7y)
Frod (q) oc L (os ) 2 (AP1 - AP2) (R2J1 (qR siny) (3.20)
qL -qR sin 
+AP2 ((R + AR) 2 2J1 (q (R + AR) sin y) )]q(R + AR) sin 7y
Polydispersity may once again be taken into account via Eqn. 3.3 provided AR has only
weak dependence on R.
This simplistic model ignores variations in the electron density within the surface layer
[87] as well as the morphology of the layer at the rods' ends. Effects of the latter are
presumed negligible, while those of the former may be accounted for to some extent by the
polydispersity integrals. Qualitatively, as Ap2 increases, the form factor increases at low q
and decreases at high q.
3.1.4 Numerical evaluation of polydisperse form factors
The presence of several integrals means that some care must be taken when constructing
an algorithm to calculate the full form factor for polydisperse systems, Eqn. 3.3. Clearly,
Eqn. 3.3 must be evaluated separately for each q-value of interest. Let us denote these as
qi. An additional integral of Frods (q) over a narrow range of q (e.g. from (qil + qi) /2 to
(qi + qi+l) /2) may aid direct comparisons with experimental data, i.e. correcting for the
detector's acceptance. For CCD arrays this acceptance range corresponds to the scattering
vectors covered by any group of pixels whose signals are averaged together.
From an arithmetical standpoint, the integrals may be performed in any order. Com-
putationally, however, integration of smooth functions evaluated at evenly spaced points is
straightforward with the family of closed Newton-Cotes forms [77, 88]. We chose to calcu-
late the integrals over q first, then R, followed by L, because our q-ranges were small and
Frod tends to vary far more gradually with R than with L. The nine-point Newton-Cotes
function (Eqn. 25.4.18 of Ref. [77]) was used over nine points along q, and over 33 values
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each of R and L, for a total of 9801 points. Evaluating at more points did not appreciably
alter results but did slow calculations considerably.
For accurate results, however, it was crucial that R and L spanned all sizes of non-
negligible likelihood. Appropriate limits of integration were automatically selected by in-
verting the assumed lognormal distribution, Eqn. 3.4, to yield
L (f) = exp [ - w wL l/Wf, (3.21)
and solving for L (f = 10-7). The same process was applied for R.
The final remaining integral, over cos y, thus required many evaluations of Frod at each
y. In order to minimize the number of y values used without sacrificing accuracy, we utilized
an iterative, Romberg integration routine along with Richardson extrapolation [88] for this
last calculation. Predictably, the number of Romberg iterations necessary was substantial
only at q > .
3.1.5 Direct evaluation of the form factor for b6hmite in glycerol
With estimates of the average rod sizes and polydispersity as measured by TEM [14, 26]
we used Eqns. 3.1, 3.3, and 3.10 to directly calculate the expected form factor for a dilute
solution of bbhmite rods in glycerol. Also necessary were the electron density difference,
the Thomson radius (2.818 x 10- 13 cm), and the concentration. Bhmite's four AlO(OH)
groups in a unit cell of dimensions 2.868 x 12.227 x 3.700 A3 yield 9.25 x 1023 electrons per
cm3 , making Ap = 5.13 x 1023 cm- 3 in glycerol [89]. Assuming two independent lognor-
mal distributions for the particle sizes, the concentration corresponding to a given volume
fraction, , is
= c(V) (3.22)
= c (R 2) (L) (3.23)
c = (3.24)(R) 2 (2 + 1) (L) (3.24)
The results are shown as curve (B) in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2. While the predicted form factor
agreed with measurements at intermediate q, it surprisingly underestimated the scattering
at lowq and overestimated it at high q, even when polydispersity was accounted for. The
general agreement suggests that both the volume fraction and intensity normalization used
were of the correct order of magnitude. However, the profound difference in the curves'
shapes, clearly visible in Fig. 3-2, suggests that perhaps very thin rods were present in
greater numbers than was evident in the TEM studies. Alternatively, a surface layer with
electron density less than glycerol would make Ap2 in Eqn. 3.20 negative. One possibility
for the composition of such a layer would be water, which is known to adsorb strongly to
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Figure 3-1: Scattering cross section for dilute (q = 0.002) suspension of bdhmite in glycerol.
Circles are measured results, lines are predicted or fitted form factors using parameters in
Table 3.1. Curves (C) and (D) fall atop one another.
*Fit did not converge to this value, but was limited by imposed constraints.
Table 3.1: Parameters used in calculating form factors shown in Figs 3-1 and 3-2. Based
on Ref. [26], fixed values of = 0.002, (L) = 1935 A, and cYL = 0.27 were used, except for
aL = 0 in the monodisperse curve, (A).
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(R) [A] UR AR [A] AP 2 cm - 3 ] normalization
(A) from TEM [26] 45.6 0 -- 1
(B) from TEM [26] 45.6 0.20 - - 1
(C) fit results 18.4 0.61 - - 0.69
(D) fit with double layer 32.1 0.41 5.7 -4.12 x 1023* 0.72
10+8
I
E
10+610+6
0.01 0.1
q [A- 1]
Figure 3-2: Scattering vector times cross section for data and functions in Fig. 3-1.
boehmite surfaces [12] and may not entirely have evaporated or dissolved.
3.1.6 Results of least-squares fits to the measured cross-section
Because the evaluation of Frods (q) for several dozen q values required only a few minutes
in total, and because the choice of lognormal distributions afforded only four adjustable
parameters--,LL, WL, tR, WR, or equivalently, (L), aL, (R), JaR-it was possible to perform
nonlinear least--squares fits to the measured scattering cross-section of a dilute (0.2% volume
fraction) bhmite-in-glycerol suspension. Most fits required one to two hours to evaluate.
To match the curve shape without constraining the overall normalization, fitted results
were rescaled at each iteration by a simple average of the ratio of data points to calculated
points. Since the curve shapes generally agreed well with the data, remaining deviations from
unity of normalizations may be attributable to uncertainties in sample volume fractions, in
absolute intensity, and especially in sample thickness, as seen in Eqns. 3.10, 3.13, and 3.19.
The final normalization factors, along with the fitted parameters, are listed in Table 3.1.
Unfortunately, our measurements were not able to reach low enough q to witness the
form factor "turn over," i.e. displaying no dependence on q, which would enable direct
measurement of Fo as in Eqn. 3.13 and would also place strict upper bounds on the fit
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parameters (L) and L. Consequently, when those two parameters were allowed to freely
vary, they perpetually increased and fitting did not converge. One way to understand this
is by substituting Eqn. 3.23 into Eqn. 3.13,
Frods (q ( = re (Ap)2 r (R) 2 (2 + 1)5 (L) (U2 + 1). (3.25)
This shows a linear dependence on rod length at low scattering vectors. Conversely, when
substituting Eqn. 3.23 into Eqn. 3.19, we see that
Frodsq (Ap) 22r () 2 ( 1) 5 (3.26)
F R) eq
is independent of the rod length. Fig. 3-2 clearly shows our measurements were in this
second regime and above. We verified that for q > 0.004 A-1 the form factor was insensitive
to the specific values of (L) and cL and we subsequently used the TEM-measured values.
The slight slope seen at the lowest q values in curves in Fig. 3-2, as contrasted to the
constancy of the measured qF, suggests that perhaps a population of rods longer than the
TEM-measured values was present in the sample. However, background noise issues in that
range make this impossible to establish with certainty.
Fitting yielded unexpected results for the average radius and radial polydispersity as well.
The fitted average radius was clearly less than the TEM-measured value, and accounting
for a possible surface layer was not sufficient to restore agreement between the two. The
relatively large fitted polydispersity indicates that a significant fraction of the rods (15%)
had radii within the range of 30-70 A seen in TEM studies [26], but that the majority of
the population was in fact narrower, between 10-30 A. One possibility, that the rods had
a non-circular cross-section is not readily testable by small-angle X-ray scattering under
conditions of significant polydispersity. However, one indication of such a shape would be
the divergence of the fits to zero radius and infinite polydispersity, since that would yield a
near-constant size distribution over a wide range of sizes. This was not seen in our studies.
If a surface layer was present, it was clearly of a lower electron density than glycerol's
4.12 x 1023 cm- 3 . Fixing the relative density to a rough estimate for water in glycerol,
AP2 = -7.8 x 1022 cm- 3 (not listed in Table 3.1), resulted in the fit diverging to AR = 0.
When the relative density was allowed to vary, it diverged toward unphysical values of
Ap2 < -4.12 x 1023, corresponding to a negative absolute electron density. A more detailed
model of the electron density might very well converge on a single solution for the layer
size and density, but such a function would entail the use of one additional integral, over
AR, and one or more additional adjustable parameters, thereby requiring substantially more
computing time than the present model.
The main conclusion to be reached from this small-angle scattering study of dilute sus-
pensions is that the average rod diameter was likely overerestimated by TEM studies by
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as much as a factor of 3. It follows from Eqn. 1.26 that our estimate in Sec. 1.3 of the
transition concentration was too high by the same factor. This, in addition to charge effects
and polydispersity, may underlie the relatively low volume fractions at which ordering tran-
sitions were seen to occur. Consequently, we will adopt an undetermined Reff in the rest of
this thesis.
3.2 Structure factor in the isotropic phase
3.2.1 Identifying the interparticle structure factor in X-ray scattering
3.2.1.1 Removing the effects of intraparticle scattering
When particles are packed closely enough that scattering from two separate particles may
exhibit interference effects, interparticle scattering may be isolated if the intraparticle scat-
tering factor of each particle is known a priori. The measured intensity of uniform-density
particles [48,63,90] will be the generalization of Eqn. 2.1,
1 (q) : : f dr¢ dre-iq [(Rm+r")-(Rf+r~)] (3.27)
mn article n articlem
2r
E7 ~ drme- iq rm + E -]e - iq' (Rm- RI) idrnei qrn .(3.28)
m=n mAn
Rn denotes the center-of-mass location of particle m. The first term above is identifiable
as the form factor of the system, meaning that Eqn. 3.28 may be rewritten as
I(q) = F(q) S(q). (3.29)
It is important to recall that in this notation, F (q) represents the superposition of all single-
particle form factors. It contains the normalization constant as in Eqn. 3.10 and thus is
proportional to concentration. S (q) is the interparticle structure factor,
P() Ee-iqRm' drn eiqrn drme-iq'rm((q) 1 + drn (3.30)F(q) rnrn 
and Rmn - R -- Rn. Eqn. 3.29 shows that the structure factor can be extracted from the
measured scattering by simply dividing out the form factor.
3.2.1.2 Relation between the structure factor and pair correlation function
In the special case where all particles possess identical form factors-for example, suspen-
sions of spherical particles, or suspensions of perfectly aligned nonspherical particles-the
pair of integrals above reduces to the form factor, and an integral involving the two-particle
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correlation function, f (R12)912 (R12) - f (R1 ) ' (3.31)
may be substituted for the sum over particles. Here R 12 is the interparticle separation and
f (R1) is the probability of a rod's center of mass being located at R 1. We assume a lack of
any external potential, and hence no explicit dependence on the value of R 1. In this case,
then, Eqn. 3.30 reduces to [48, 91]
S (q) = 1 + V dR 12 [gl2 (R12)- 1] -iqRl2, (3.32)
which does not depend on the form factor. Here V is the entire illuminated sample volume.
This expression connects a measurable quantity, the structure factor, to a quantity accessible
by theory, the correlation function. Incidentally, if a positional isotropy exists, i.e. if
912 (R1 2) is independent of the direction of R 12, then S (q) is independent of the direction
of q.
A similar argument may be made regarding the structure factor's independence from the
form factor in orientationally isotropic suspensions of rigid, cylindrical particles. Specifically,
we refer to instances where the rods' relative orientations are completely independent of their
center-to-center separation. As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, the term
sin (q 2 cos Ym) 2J1 (qR sin m)
q 2 Cos 7Ym qR sin m
will be nonzero at qL > 1 only when 7m, the angle between particle m and q, is very near
r /2. Eqn. 3.30 thus implies that deviations of the interparticle structure factor from unity
arise exclusively from pairs of rods with ym ' Yn 7r/2, even if the suspension contains rods
of all possible orientations. This is not a strict requirement that the rods be parallel but only
that both are oriented perpendicular to q. At the other extreme, when qL < 1, Eqn. 3.33
becomes independent of Ym. In both limits, then, f drn exp (iq rn) f drm exp (-iq. rm) =
F (q) and Eqn. 3.32 is again applicable.
A main assumption underlying the previous paragraph is that all rod orientations are
completely uncorrelated with the center-to-center separations between neighbors, in other
words that the integral over rm has no dependence on R12 [91]. This assumption clearly
breaks down as concentration increases; indeed, such correlations are the very mechanism
by which the transition to the nematic phase in lyotropic liquid crystals is understood. A
commonly used model that overcomes this limitation is one where any subregion of the sus-
pension below a certain correlation length exhibits complete orientational ordering [63]. In
this "clustering" picture, structure factor peaks that correspond to length scales comparable
to the nearest-neighbor separation arise naturally from Eqn. 3.32, while the scattering's
azimuthal dependence (or lack thereof) results from macroscopic averaging over many of
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these tiny domains of perfect alignment.
3.2.1.3 Accounting for polydispersity
Polydispersity complicates the expression for the structure factor, but not overly so. Pro-
vided the interparticle separations are in no way coupled to particle sizes, for rigid rods Eqn.
3.32 becomes
S (q) = 1 + As (q) V dR12 [912 (R12) - 1] e - i qR12, (3.34)
where
fo dL f (L) fo dRf (R) f d (cos ) R2L sin(q cosy)2J(qRsiny))qqcos qRsin-J
As (q) 2 - 2 (3.35)
(IL f (L) Jo dR f (R) d (cos y) (rR 2L infc) 2J1(QR sin y)
As one might intuitively expect, thi s has the effect qR sin y factor,
As one might intuitively expect, this has the effect of "smearing out" the structure factor,
drawing it closer to unity than in the monodisperse case. For example, the low-q limit is
As(q < 2)= (R2L) 2 (3.36)L}2 ((R 4 L 2 )
Given independent lognormal distributions in length and radius (Eqns. 3.4-3.7) the "con-
trast" in S is thus reduced at low q by an amount,
(R2L) 2 1 (3.37)(R 4 L2 ) ((y2 + 1)4 (2 + 1) (3'37)
It should be noted that Eqn. 3.34 is approximate at best when dealing with any non-
dilute system. As with the inescapable dependence of the separation of two rods on their
relative orientation, in any real suspension the range of rods' hard-core repulsions will depend
explicitly on the particle dimensions. This may hold true for electrostatic interactions as well.
Therefore Eqn. 3.34's requirement that interparticle separation is completely independent
of size is never exactly met. Nonetheless, we may argue that since As (q) will not depend
strongly on q -or qR < 1, polydispersity would not be expected to significantly modify the
structure factor in our experiments.
3.2.2 Structure factors of isotropic suspensions of b6hmite in glycerol
Measured scattering intensities at several isotropic volume fractions are shown in Fig. 3-3.
A clear peak developed at 0.5% volume fraction and above. The intensities were divided
by the form factor determined in Sec. 3.1.6 (specifically, the parameters in Table 3.1, row
(C)), to produce the interparticle structure factors shown in Fig. 3-4. For each sample, the
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Figure 3-3: Measured scattering cross-section of isotropic suspensions of bohmite in glycerol.
The 0.2% results were used in Sec. 3.1.6 to determine the form factor.
form factor was scaled by the appropriate volume fraction. As expected for isotropic sus-
pensions, and as displayed in the lowest curve in Fig. 2-3, there was no significant azimuthal
dependence to the scattering, implying complete positional and orientational isotropy. The
displayed structure factors have therefore been averaged over all azimuthal angles. The ap-
parent minimum in S (q) around q = 0.003 A may indicate an underestimation of the form
factor at q < 0.003 A, as discussed in Sec. 3.1.6, or may result from background scattering
at q < 0.003 A due to the apparatus.
The structure factor of rodlike particles in isotropic suspensions has been extensively
studied theoretically [92-97], numerically [36,98], by Monte Carlo simulations [93,96,99,100],
and experimentally [100-104], although we are aware of no prior X-ray or neutron structure
factor measurements specifically on bdhmite rods. In spite of this body of work, no existing
theoretical function satisfactorily reproduces, on length scales comparable to the nearest-
neighbor distance, the structure factors measured and simulated for semidilute, isotropic
suspensions of long rods with nonzero radius. Recent theoretical work treating many-body
[82] and polydispersity effects [32,44-461 has thusfar detailed either general phase behavior
or the structure factor only at qR < 1.
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Figure 3-4: Measured interparticle structure factor of isotropic suspensions of b6hmite in
glycerol.
The positional ordering in these suspensions is expected to be liquidlike, so in lieu of
a specific functional form for the structure factor, it is common in the literature to simply
chart the concentration dependence of qpeak, the scattering vector of the main peak in the
isotropic structure factor (see [101] and references therein). Below the overlap concentration,
c* = L- 3 , the particles' cylindrical shape has little effect on interparticle interactions, and
1
qpeak is expected to mimic that for charged spheres, qpeak oC (-) 3 ( 4. In the semidilute
regime, where c > c*, the peak is known to vary as qpeak ()2 o f2 as packing entropy
outweighs interparticle interactions. For both TMV and fd-virus, the semidilute proportion-
ality coefficient has been found to be approximately 7.0. the coefficient is easily raised by
even low concentrations of impurity ions (salts), as demonstrated in Ref. [101]. This effect
arises from the excess charge's tendency to screen long-range rod-rod interactions and allow
the rodlike particles to sit closer to one another than in a salt-free solution.
In Fig. 3-5 we display the measured structure factor peak locations for isotropic bbhmite
in glycerol. Precise determinations of qpeak were carried out by fitting the ten data points
nearest the peak to a fourth-order polynomial and then solving the cubic equation for the
fitted curve's analytic derivative to find the position of the maximum.
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Figure 3-5: Interparticle structure factor peak position vs. volume fraction for isotropic
1 1
samples. Lines are best-fits to qpeak C 2 (solid) and, for comparison, qpeak OC ¢3 (dashed).
Rod size parameters were taken from Table 3.1(C).
All of our samples were well into the semidilute regime, and, as expected, the peak
position was well described by volume fraction to the one-half power. Taking into account
lognormal polydispersity, the relation between c/c* and is
c (L 3 ) (L) (, + 3
(3.38)
c - 7- (R ) (L) r ( 2( 1) (3.38)
Therefore the proportionality coefficient,
qpeak (L) ) = q/ R) 2 (3.39)
(C- p- + 1)3
does not depend on length for a given volume fraction. For the parameters in Table 3.1 (B),
(C), and (D), our best-fit coefficients were 9.24, 4.28, and 6.88, respectively. These are all
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close to the value of 7.0 found for other charged, rodlike molecules, with the best agreement
afforded by our model (D) of a cylinder with a thin surface layer of low electron density.
3.3 Structure factors in the orientationally ordered phase of
b6hmite in glycerol
3.3.1 Relating the nematic form factor to the isotropic form factor
The radial dependence of the scattering at qL > 1 is expected to be insensitive to the orien-
tational distribution function. To see this, we recall from Sec. 3.2.1.2 that the interparticle
structure factor is determined entirely by those pairs of rods whose orientation vectors both
lie in the plane perpendicular to q. Similarly, the form factor arises from individual rods
that are perpendicular to q. So as the scattering vector magnitude, q, is varied along a
fixed azimuthal direction, only a particular subset of rods in the sample contributes at all
to the scattering. Neither Eqn. 3.1 nor Eqn. 3.33 contains any term involving in-plane di-
rections. Therefore, the relevant rods may be perfectly aligned with one another, or evenly
distributed among all orientations within the plane, or in any other configuration that hap-
pens to be perpendicular to the azimuthal direction in question, with no effect whatsoever
on the q-dependence of the scattering.
As a result, we expect the radial and azimuthal dependences of the form factor to be
separable.
Fnematic (q) = Fisotropic (q) Fnematic ((P) , (3.40)
where Fnematic (0) is given as I (0) in Eqn. 2.8. With experimental data, it is convenient to
look at an "effective structure factor" given by
Seff(q) = I (q) (3.41)
Fisotropic (q)
= Fnematic () S (q) (3.42)
= Fnematic () + r(p 2 -iq'Rmn drneiqrr Jdrme-iq-r,(3.43)
--FEnematic () (q) mn
in the vein of Eqn. 3.30. Seff (q) has the same radial dependence as S (q), but approaches
Fnematic () rather than unity at qR > 1.
Representative results of Seff (q, po) measurements for orientationally ordered suspensions
of bohmite in glycerol are plotted against q in Fig. 3-6 and against O in Figs. 2-3 and 2-5.
In all samples, the radial shape of the effective structure factor bore a strong qualitative
resemblance to the structure factor seen in isotropic samples (Fig. 3-4), indicating that
liquidlike ordering of the particle positions persisted even as the orientational distribution
function underwent significant changes.
Our studies of Fnematic (p) in the previous chapter indicated that three phases coexisted
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Figure 3-6: Measured effective interparticle structure factor as defined in Eqn. 3.41, plotted
at several azimuthal angles for each of four bdhmite-in-glycerol samples.
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Figure 3-7: Azimuthal dependence of radial peak position for the effective structure factors
plotted in Fig. 3-6.
in each sample: two nematic and one isotropic. Analogous to Eqn. 2.57, we could extend the
second term of Eqn. 3.43 to be the incoherent superposition of three distinct interparticle
interference functions, one for each phase. Unlike the azimuthal profile, however, in the
radial case we have no ready functional form for the effective structure factor of any of the
three domains. We therefore use indirect measures to infer characteristics of each domain.
Specifically, in a lyotropic system, the nematic phase(s) would be expected to possess a
higher local concentration of rods than the isotropic phase. Therefore, the structure factor
peaks would appear at different q. Similarly, with three discrete densities present in the
system, we would expect three discrete center-to-center correlation lengths, which would
contribute to each structure factor peak's width.
3.3.2 Peak position and width versus azimuthal angle
None of the curves in Fig. 3-6 displayed easily resolvable sets of three primary peaks. With
liquidlike positional ordering, correlation lengths on the order of the nearest neighbor sepa-
ration are to be expected, resulting in relatively broad structure factor peaks that obscure
one another. Nevertheless, each azimuthal angle should receive a unique combination of
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Figure 3-8: Azimuthal dependence of radial peak half-width for the effective structure factors
plotted in Fig. 3-6.
scattering from the three domains, owing to the disparate orientations of the two nematic
domains, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. This would give rise to an azimuthal dependence in
the radial peak position. If one nematic domain has a higher density than the others, the
effective structure factor peak should occur at greater q perpendicular to that domain's
director.
We observed precisely this effect in our bdhmite in glycerol samples, as shown in Fig.
3-7. Comparing the 7.5% data in Fig. 3-7 to Fig. 2-3, qpeak displayed a maximum at
azimuthal angles corresponding to the azimuthal maximum in intensity. Despite significant
orientational ordering, the location of the main peak in the effective structure factor indeed
showed only weak dependence on azimuthal angle, , and only at higher volume fractions.
Such small variation justifies the azimuthal-radial separability assumption mentioned in Sec.
2.1.3, which was a cornerstone of the method used in the previous chapter to determine the
orientational order parameters, and also justifies the related assumption in Sec. 3.3.1. The
near-complete lack of any variation at lower volume fractions was unsurprising, given that
just above the ordering transition, isotropically distributed rods far outnumbered aligned
rods (see Fig. 2-10).
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It is tempting to consider using the azimuthal extrema of 27r /qpeak as estimates of the
rod densities in the nematic and isotropic phases. With these samples, however, that proved
impossible since the composite structure factor peak widths were at least a factor of five
wider in q than the variation in qpeak, leading to near-complete overlap. This can be seen
in Fig. 3-8. The peak width was estimated using
Upeak = / 2 eff (3.44)
2 qpeak
which gives approximately the half-width at half-height of gaussian, parabolic, etc. curves.
Rather than derivatives based on the raw data, analytic derivatives were taken of the fitted
polynomials from the qpeak determination outlined in Sec. 3.2.2.
While the positions of effective structure factor peaks followed the azimuthal dependence
of intensity, the peak widths in Fig. 3-8 tended to track its inverse, and markedly so at
all volume fractions for which orientational ordering was present. Isotropic samples (not
shown) possessed no evident dependence of peak width on azimuthal angle. This behavior,
too, may be understood in the context of scattering contributions from coexisting isotropic
and nematic phases. At strong maxima in the azimuthal intensity profile, scattering came
predominantly from one nematic domain; if that domain possessed the greatest correlation
length, the relative peak width would display an azimuthal minimum in the same direction.
3.3.3 Peak position and width versus volume fraction
Since the location of the effective structure factor peak varied weakly, if at all, with azimuthal
angle, trends in qpeak with volume fraction were clearly discernible. This is shown in Fig.
3-9, including the isotropic results previously plotted in Fig. 3-5. Although the predictions
of qpeak c( 02 discussed in Sec. 3.2.2 do not strictly pertain to the nematic phase, it is
reasonable to expect them to hold, so long as no significant positional ordering occurs at
the isotropic-nematic boundary. Fig. 3-9 indicates a 02 dependence in the nematic phase,
but only at volume fractions well past the transition. The onset of nematic ordering at 2%
volume fraction evidently led to a stagnation of the structure factor peak position up to
approximately 3.5%.
A similar ,2 dependence has been predicted and observed [102,103] for the half-width,
apeak, of the primary structure factor peak above the overlap concentration in isotropic
systems of charged rods. As before, it would seem reasonable for this behavior to extend
through and beyond the orientational ordering transition. Our results for the average peak
width as a function of volume fraction are displayed in Fig. 3-10. Surprisingly, below the
transition, peak appeared constant, while above the transition it agreed well with a 2 fit.
The sudden decrease in speak very near the transition concentration implied nearly a factor
of three increase in the correlation length at the nematic transition.
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Figure 3-9: Azimuthal average of effective structure factor peak position vs. volume fraction
for nematic samples. Isotropic data from Fig. 3-5 are included as well. Sloped lines represent
qpeak oC X2. Dashed lines are guides to the eye. Error bars cover the full azimuthal variation
of qpeak.
The concurrence of anomalous behavior in both qpeak and Upeak seems to indicate that
a positional restructuring did in fact occur while the orientational distribution function
developed anisotropy.
3.3.4 Separating the structure factors of three domains
Perhaps the unexpected trends in the composite effective structure factor near the orienta-
tional transition were merely an artifact caused by the subtle interplay of the three consituent
phases' structure factors as their relative proportions varied. If the three structure factors
could be separated from one another, their individual qpeak and speak dependences on volume
fraction might appear better behaved than the total.
To test this hypothesis, we used as a crude approximation to the structure factor the
results of fits to Eqn. 2.57, specifically the q-dependences of three of the seven parameters,
VIIi, vN (INI) , and VNI (INII)P. We performed azimuthal fits to the quantity Seff (q) rather
than the raw intensity. Separate fits were performed at each q value. Since the proportions
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Azimuthal average of main peak width for structure factors in Figs. 3-4 and
1lines are guides to the eye, one a constant value and the other displaying a 2
Error bars cover the full azimuthal variation of -peak.
of the three phases, vI, N,, and Ni, do not depend on q, the fitted parameters reflect
a quantity proportional to Seff (q). To improve fitting in cases where one nematic domain
largely obscured the scattering from the other, we fixed the order parameter for the lesser
domain to the average value for all samples. Specifically, we set m ( ) 1.82 ((Pi) = 0.27)
for volume fractions < 2.5% and m(") = 3.16 ((P(II)) = 0.46) for volume fractions > 5.5%.
Typical results are plotted in Fig. 3-11.
Although the curves exhibited substantial noise, it was possible to use the methods
discussed in Secs. 3.2.2 and 3.3.2 to extract an estimate of qpeak and peak for each of the
three phases in most samples. These are shown in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. While the two figures
generally reproduced the results in Figs. 3-9 and 3-10, several puzzling additional features
emerged.
First, the NI phase clearly displayed the largest of the three qpeak values, implying the
highest density of the three phases. This agrees with the azimuthal dependence of qpeak seen
in Fig. 3-7. However, the NII phase displayed the greater nematic order parameter, as seen
in Sec. 2.3.3. Typically, one expects larger order parameters to result from denser packing
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Figure 3-11: Best-fit values of nematic order parameter for each of three domains-I, NI,
and NII-in four b6hmite-in-glycerol samples.
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Figure 3-12: Effective structure factor radial peak positions for three phases as determined
by fitting a three-phase model of the azimuthal scattering profile separately at each q.
of rods rather than the other way around.
Second, the peak position of the isotropic phase continued to increase well past the
crossover into the three-phase coexistence regime, at densities where it would presumably
have been unstable. Were it not unstable above 2% volume fraction, the sudden onset of
nematic order would appear very unlikely, especially into two separate phases at a single,
specific concentration.
Third, the NII domain appeared to exhibit a structure factor peak width which was
largely independent of volume fraction, while the I and NI domains appeared roughly con-
sistent with the expected 2 dependence. Why the positional correlation behavior of the
N phase would resemble that of the I phase, but not the NII phase, is unclear.
Fourth, peak of the isotropic phase displayed the same significant discontinuity at the
transition as did the composite peak, and continued to change as volume fraction increased
further. The properties of the isotropic phase are generally thought to remain unchanged
except as to proportion once the volume fraction exceeds the critical value.
The tendency described in the two previous paragraphs, i.e. of the isotropic phase
structure factor properties to track those of the composite peak suggest that perhaps this
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method of extracting the proportion of scattering from the isotropic domain was prone to
error. We discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.2 some reasons why this may occur when one or both
nematic domains exhibit a low order parameter. The results for the two nematic domains,
the scattering from which was more clearly distinguishable, are likely to be more accurate
and further substantiate the claim that some positional reorganization was occuring at the
nematic transition.
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Chapter 4
X-ray photon correlation
spectroscopy study of semidilute,
isotropic suspensions of rigid rods
4.1 Theoretical formulation of the dynamic structure factor
4.1.1 The Smoluchowski equation
Equilibrium diffusion of noninteracting point particles in an isotropic medium is described
by Fick's Law [30]. If a fraction f (R, t) of the particles are located at position R at time t,
Fick's Law states that the particle density flux, J (R, t), is given by
J (R, t) =-DVf (R, t). (4.1)
The constant, D, is known as the self-diffusion coefficient. Taking the divergence of both
sides and substituting in the continuity equation,
f (R) = -V J (R, t), (4.2)
at
yields the equation of simple diffusion,
f (R, t) = DV 2 f (R, t). (4.3)
at
When dealing with interacting, rigid, monodisperse, cylindrical particles in isotropic
suspensions, several additional factors must be accounted for. First, each particle must be
described by two vectors, the center of mass position, R, and the primary axis direction
unit vector, u. Second, interparticle interactions and/or weak external fields that generate
a potential, U (R, u, t), give rise to an additional steady-state particle flux. Thus an extra
term proportional to -f (R, u, t) VU (R, u, t) will appear on the right side of Eqn. 4.1.
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Third, individual rodlike particles have three distinct modes of motion: translation parallel
to the major axis, translation perpendicular to that axis, and rotation around a minor axis.
We ignore the fourth motion, rotation around the major axis, on the grounds of cylindrical
symmetry. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient splits into three pieces: D, D, and Dr.
Incorporating these three factors into the diffusion equation results in the Smoluchowski
equation [30,34]:
a f (R, u, t) = VR [Duu + D ( I-uu)] (VRf + fVR (R, u, t )
at kBT
+DR (if + fRU (R, u, t) ) (4.4)
kBT
where VRf o f /0R, I is the identity matrix, and R is the angular momentum operator,
ofRf - u x of (4.5)
4.1.2 Dynamic structure factor and the fluctuation dissipation theorem
The fluctuation dissipation theorem [30, 105] states that for a system under an applied
field (t), the time correlation function (A (R, t) B (R, 0)) of two quantities of the system,
A (R, t) and B (R, t), can be expressed as [30]
(A (R, t) B (R, O)) = (A (R, t))0 (B (R, t))0 + kBT j dt'X (R, t'), (4.6)
provided that the potential arising from the field is of the form
Uapplied (R, t) = -J (t) B (R, 0). (4.7)
The notation ()0 refers to the ensemble average in the absence of the field, and X (R, t) is
the response function as defined by
(A (R, t)) = (A (R, t)o + dt'X (R, t - t') (t'). (4.8)
Omitting for simplicity the absolute normalization factors discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, the
dynamic structure factor is given by [30,34,105]
S (q, t) = (6p (q, t) 3p (-q, 0)), (4.9)
cL
where p (q, t) is the spatial Fourier transform of the excess (relative to the mean) electron
density. Thus, given a hypothetical field (t) satisfying the condition
Uapplied (q, t) = - (t) ap (-q, 0), (4.10)
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it follows that [105]
(p (q, t)) - dt'X (q, t - t') (t' ) (4.11)
and
(q, t) kBT dtx (q, t). (4.12)
The three equations above indicate that if we can determine a system's mean density fluc-
tuations in response to a particular applied field-and can extract from that the response
function-we may immediately identify the system's dynamic structure factor (and vice
versa).
For cylinders, the evaluation of (p) is relatively straightforward [34,94],
(6p (q, t)) = c dR/du X dr eiq'(R+ru)f (R, u, t) (4.13)J-L/2
- c duLjo q .u)f(q,u,t), (4.14)
making the potential for one rod
Uapplied (q, u, t) (t) cLjo (q . (4.15)
The function jo (x) = sin x /x is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order zero,
and jo (-x) = jo (x). Note that Eqn. 4.13-unlike Eqn. 2.2 and the subsequent treatments
in the previous two chapters-is valid only for qR << 1, R being the rod radius.
4.1.3 The Smoluchowski equation in reciprocal space
Secs. 1.2.1 and 4.1.2 indicate that in order to determine the dynamic structure factor,
we will need to incorporate the mean field and applied potentials into the Smoluchowski
equation. Since ,,mean depends on the distribution f, it is convenient to look only at small
perturbations from the noninteracting case, meaning that we expand f as [106]
1f (R, u, t) = 4 + f (R, u, t) (4.16)
and keep terms in the Smoluchowski equation up to the lowest order in 6f,
a 1f =VR [Duu + D (I -UU)] VR f + 4T (Uapplied + Umean)
+Dr 2 [6f + 4 T (Uapplied + Umean)] (4.17)
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The spatial Fourier transform of the mean field potential from Eqn. 1.5 is
Umean (q, u, t) = ckBT du'w (q, u, u') f (q, u', t) (4.18)
and the transform of the Smoluchowski equation, based on Eqns. 4.15, 4.17, and 4.18 is [105]
tf(q, u, t) = -[D(q u)2 +D (q2 (q' u)2)-Dr2]
x [f (q, u, (t) T (q u
+ C -du'w (q, u, u') f (q, u', t)] (4.19)
Note that
f (q, u, t) / dR f (R, t) eiqR (4.20)
= dRf (R, u, t)eiq R (4.21)
for q : 0.
4.1.4 Solving for the rod distribution function and the dynamic structure
factor
Doi, Shimada, and Okano [105] determined the dynamic structure factor from Eqn. 4.19 as
follows. They used the more compact notation,
f (q, u, t) = -0 (q, u) (q, u) f (q, u, t) + (t) 0 (q, u) j0 (q .u , (4.22)
where the operators
0 (q, u) F (q, u)= [Dll (q u)2 + D1 (q2 _ (q u)2) DrR2] F (q, u) (4.23)
and
qP (q, u) F (q, u) = F (q, u) + du'w (q, u,u, u') F (q, u') (4.24)
for any function F (q, u). The expressions for the excluded volumes of hard and charged
rods, Eqns. 1.8 and 1.13, respectively, provide an intuitive understanding of the form of the
Fourier-transformed Mayer function required in Eqn. 4.24. Recalling from Sec. 1.2.3.2 that
charged rods in the isotropic phase can be described as hard rods of radius Reff, we find
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that [36, 105],
w (q, u, u') L/2 JL/ 2 -2Reff d U iq< uj +n u'+ (4.25)
J-L/2 J-L/2 -2Reff
4ReffL2 u x u'[ jo (q U) jo (q u' (4.26)
where once again we have assumed qReff << 1.
The solution to the differential equation, 4.22, is
f (q, u, t) = 4wkBT dt' (t') e--(t-t')O(q,u) (q,u) (q, u) jO (q u) (4.27)
Next, based on Eqn. 4.14,
(6p (q, t))~ =f dt' (t') 4rkBT dujo (q ue-(t-t')Ojo (4.28)
Then, comparison with Eqn. 4.11 indicates that
X (q, t) = 4cL dujo (q * u e )(q u) (q, u) jo q ' u (4.29)
and from Eqn. 4.12 the dynamic structure factor is
S (q, t) =: j dt' du o (q u e -t'(q'u)m(qu)Q (q, u) jo (q u) (4.30)
4.2 Dynamic structure factor in matrix form
Eqn. 4.30 is not of a form ready-made for comparing the theoretical dynamic structure
factor with experimentally obtained correlation functions. Maeda and Fujime [107] and
Maeda [98,108] have developed a representation facilitating the efficient, direct, numerical
evaluation of Eqn. 4.30 at all t and at all q << 1 /R for concentrated, isotropic suspensions
of monodisperse, rigid rods. The solution takes the form of a sum over single exponentials,
00
S (q, t) = L E Sl (q) e- F( q)t. (4.31)
1=0, even
In this section we will outline their procedure for determining rl (q) and Sl (q). While other,
related, theoretical treatments provide simpler expressions for the dynamic structure factor,
those either do not account for any interparticle interactions [109,110], are applicable only
at short times [96,111,112], or calcuate only the I = 0 term [113]. Polydispersity is often
accounted for by cumulant expansions to second or higher order [34,114, 115], but these
expansions too are only appropriate for short times.
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4.2.1 Useful identities
Generally speaking, the Maeda formalism involves projecting the functions and operators
in Eqn. 4.30 onto the generalized spherical harmonics, Dt [74]. Due to the symme-
tries exhibited by each term-which arise from the cylindrical symmetries of the particles
themselves-nonzero components are found only for m = n = 0 and I even. The functions
D/,o are more commonly known as the Legendre polynomials, Pl. The Legendre polynomi-
als [77,116] themselves form an orthogonal,
[1 2
dXP (x) P (x) = (21+ 1) 1" (4.32)
and complete,
l (2 P + ) a= 6 ( x - ') (4.33) 
basis. They are eigenfunctions of the angular momentum operator, with
R2p (x) = -1 (1 + 1) P (). (4.34)
We evaluate below the projection coefficients of several elementary functions that will
be relevant in subsequent sections. Henceforth, , 1', "... should be understood to be even,
nonnegative integers.
4.2.1.1 x2
dxP () x2P1 () dxP () (1 + 2P2 (x)) P1, (x) (4.35)
= _1 _( 2 1 (4.36)
3 (21+ 1) 0+ 0 .6
2 212 + 21 - I 1
(21 + 1) (21 + 3) (21 - 1)
+ 1(1- 1) 6 21' ( + 1)(l + 2) (4.37)
(21 - 1) (21 - 3) -2,' + (2+ 5) (21 + 3) 6+2,1'] (4.37)
The notation ( , ,, ) refers to the Wigner 3j symbol [117,118].
m m m
4.2.1.2 eiq-ru
due iqrup (q u) = 47ri j (qr) (4.38)
corresponds to the Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave [90, 98]. The function jl (x) is the
spherical bessel function of the first kind.
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4.2.1.3 jo (qL . U)3 2Y ~U
and thus
dujo (q 
where [90, 107]
bl (x) j- - dz i (z).
x 3
It follows that
I duP (. u) jo (q (L = 4rK 11, (q),
Kl,l (q) = Kll, (q)-
4.2.1.4 Iu x u'
Since [36, 98]
oo
I 11X U'I= - 2r2Z
1=2
(1- 1)
14.2
and P ( u) ::= /47r/(21 + 1) Yo (u),
27r 62 '- 2r 2 C (21 + 1) (1 - 1)
21' +1 2/=2
0 0 P (q uX4.45)((/ -!!)
(I -3)!!
1 !! (4.44)
Therefore, using Eqns. 4.42 and 4.43,
du'jo ( L2
. q L
° q2
- 1 L/2 reiqruL JL/2 (4.39)
u) = 4rilbl (2), (4.40)
(4.41)
with [98]
(4.42)
(qL)
(
0
O
(4.43)
2_ Ym (U) Ym (U')
m=-l
2 (21 + )(- )
1=2
Kll, (q) P ( . U) . (4.46)
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it/ I/ 2(21" + 1) il"bp,
Sdu'P,,, (4 ') I I xWIP1 (4. ul
0 
== 7r hli" bi qL
(!!
. P (
. U/ II xU11 i, ( . U'
Incidentally, (1 - 3)!! (1 - 2)!
1!! 21 [(/)!] 2 '
(4.47)
4.2.2 Matrix representations of operators
We can use the identities in Sec. 4.2.1 to find the Legendre polynomial expansion coefficients
of the terms jo, 0, and · seen in Eqn. 4.30 [98]. From Eqn. 4.40,
jo,i (q) 2 +1l f dujo (w L
(qL
u) P ( u) (4.48)
(4.49)=- 21+il b (qL ) .
Eqns. 4.23 and 4.37 give
0i1' (q)
V(2+ 1) (21' + 1) f d uP ( ) 
47
(21 + 1) (21'+ 1)
4ir
(4.50)
(4.51)
x [DI (q- u)2+ D (q2 _ (q U)2)
= [q2D + ( 1) Dr] 11
+q2 (Dll - D1 ) (21 + 1) (21' + 1)4r (' -u) (4.52)
= [l(l+1)Dr+q2D +q2(DI
+q2 (Dll - D1)
+q2 (Dl - D1)
1(1- 1)
(21- 1) (21 + 1)(21- 3) 
(l + 1)(1 + 2) 1
(21 + 3) /(21+ 5)(21 + 1)
Similary, we use Eqns. 1.13, 1.20, 4.24, and 4.46 to find
(21+ 1) (21' + 1)
47r
duP (. u) b (q, u) Pt (q u)
V/(21 + 1) (21' + 1)
47r
duP (q
1 cL + 2 Reff (21 + 1) (21' + 1) duP
x du'jo (qL . ' lu x u 'I Pi' (.' U')
= 11 + 4CL'Reff /(21+ 1) (21' + l)il b (q L )4,, 2
(4.56)
/duP
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-2,1'
ll' (q)
(4.53)
(4.54)
· u) f du'w (q, u, u')
c/r
(q, u) P, ( u)
- D, R2 IPi, (4. U
lduP, (4 u)
lduPi ( - 1,(~u)P
(21 + 3) (21 - 122+2 6
P, ( ·u)(4-55)= 611 +
L(4 -U) jo q-2
04 -U) 10 q L -u
2
2
- 1 CL Reff2 (2 1+ 1) (21"- 1)2 E 1 / + 2I"=2
4. u)u) P,, (I
(1"- 3)!! 2
I"!! K,/l (q)
(4.57)
= 611' + FrcL2 Reff [0, (q) JO,1 (q) - 2
00
V/(21 + 1) (21' + 1)Ž2
I" =2
(21" + 1) (1" - 1)
1" + 2
((1' -3)!! 2(/, /, (4.58)
4.2.3 Matrix representation of S (q, t)
4.2.3.1 Full solution
Using the definitions in Eqns. 4.48, 4.50, and 4.54, one can show that the Doi-Shimada-
Okano dynamic structure factor, Eqn. 4.30, is equivalent to [98]
S(q, t) L lEjo,i (q) >, dtet' -,ll (qll (q)
i j 1 t
(4.59)1E ll' (q) j,I' (q).
I"'l
This expression can be simplified by introducing the eigenvalues Fl and eigenvectors UlI of
the operator - 0( [98,105]. That is,
tl/l,,,IZ,,,l,,,,Ul,,,,l = Ui,i1i.
1"'1" "
It follows that
Jt c~dt le- t' E1l' () l1'
= dt'e - t' E1 Ul'lrlFUjl,
= E Ui J dt'e- I]Ul,-
= > U1,l ' e- Flt -Fi 1
(4.61)
(4.62)
(4.63)
Eqn. 4.59 then becomes
(4.60)
S (q, t) = L > j,l' (q) >3 U1I1 (q) 1 e-rl(q)t>
I' I l(q) 
Ul;1 ,1 (q) E l"' .(q) jo,l"' (q)
I"'
which is precisely in the desired form, S (q, t) = L E S (q) exp [-F l(q) t], with
SI (q) = Fl q) (q) Up (q) > Ull, (q) > O ""' (q) Jo0,"' (q) 
1" I"'
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(4.64)
(4.65)
X duPj (4. u) JO qL
Kll,, (q) K11111 (q) .
4.2.3.2 Special case of no interactions and isotropic diffusion
The simplest diffusion equation one can write for rigid, rodlike particles omits interactions
between the particles (w = 0) and ignores the anisotropy in the diffusion coefficient (Dll =
DI = D). In this special case,
ll, (q) = [1(1 + 1) Dr + q2D] 611 (4.66)
ID11, (q) = 611, (4.67)
Ull (q) = Ul 1 (q) = jll, (4.68)
making
rl (q) = 1(1+1)Dr+q 2D (4.69)
and
1
St (q) = 1 (1 + 1) Dr + q2D ' (q) ll
x E [1" (1" + 1) Dr + q2 D] SpI"I'ujO,,u" (q) (4.70)
I"'
0Lio, (q)] 2 . (4.71)
This result was first obtained by Pecora [119,120].
4.2.4 Summary
Maeda's procedure for numerical evaluation of the dynamic structure factor of rigid rods in
isotropic suspension involves the following steps. Starting with input parameters L, cL2Reff,
Dll DI, and Dr, calculate the following up to some maximum 1, ' = lmax:
1. The matrix forms jo,j, C011, (I11, from Eqns. 4.49, 4.53, and 4.58, respectively.
2. rl and Ul'l, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Qll,' = 1-",, I/lI)ltl. These can be
found numerically [88,121].
3. S (q) from Eqn. 4.65.
4. S (q, t) from Eqn. 4.31.
Only elements for which both and 1' are even need be evaluated, since odd elements will
be zero. All four steps must be repeated for each q value of interest.
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4.3 Measured dynamics of isotropic suspensions of bdhmite in
glycerol
Representative examples of X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy measurements on bbhmite
in glycerol are displayed in Fig. 4-1. In order that the timescales of diffusion would be
accessible to our apparatus, we cooled the samples to -12.0 °C.
We used two functional forms in a nonlinear, least-squares routine to fit the measured
correlation functions for two isotropic samples. We will compare the two fitting functions
below. The first form involved an empirical, double-exponential function for the dynamic
structure factor [34, 90],
S (q, t) =L[Sslow (q) exp ( T + Sft (q) exp ) (4.72)
which resembles Eqn. 4.31 except limited to two terms. A separate fit was performed for
each q value. The solid lines in Fig. 4-1 display this form. The fitted values of T fast,slow (q)
are shown in Fig. 4-2 and appeared consistent with a q- 2 dependence. When this is the
case, the proportionality constants are typically interpreted as effective diffusion coefficients,
Dfast,low. For our samples those coefficients are listed in Table 4.1.
The second form used to fit g92 (q, t) was the matrix representation developed by Maeda
[98], as detailed in Sec. 4.2. One advantage of this form is that the q-dependence of the
dynamic structure factor is built-in, so for a given sample we were able to perform a single fit
at all q and t values simultaneously. For the q values of interest, we found that elements of
Eqn. 4.64 above Ima, - 20 had negligible effect on the calculated dynamic structure factors.
With these relatively small 11 x 11 matrices, the fitting procedure converged rapidly, never
requiring more than a few seconds to execute.
The best-fit results for the Maeda form can be seen as the dashed lines in Fig. 4-1 and
the parameters in Table 4.1. As expected [30,122-125], the perpendicular and rotational
diffusions were strongly hindered in these semidilute suspensions, the parallel diffusion co-
efficient less so. When the rod length parameter, L, was allowed to vary, the fits for both
samples converged to 1900 < L < 2000 A, regardess of the initial parameters given to the
fitting function. The strong q-dependence of jo,1 (q) in Eqn. 4.64 means that L can be de-
termined with some precision by photon correlation spectroscopy even at q > L /2, where
the static scattering cross-section is generally insensitive to L. Our XPCS measurements
corroborate TEM measurements indicating (L) _ 1935 A, removing our earlier uncertainty
in Sec. 3.1.6. We subsequently fixed L to more tightly constrain the other four parameters.
On comparing the two types of fits to the data, we found that the double-exponential
form more closely agreed with the measured correlation functions. There are two reasons for
this: first, with separate fits at each q, the double-exponential method effectively possessed
many more adjustable parameters than the Maeda form; second, the Maeda form does not
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Figure 4-1: Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions for 1.5% volume fraction sample of
bohmite in glycerol at -12.0 °C as measured by XPCS. Lines are fits to double-exponential
decay (solid) and Maeda's matrix expression (dashed).
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Figure 4-2: Fitted characteristic times of double-exponential decays as in Eqn. 4.72 for 1.0%
and 1.5% b6hmnite volume fractions. Lines indicate T oc q-2
account in any way for polydispersity. Consequently, the measured correlation functions
appear "wider" and more "smeared" than their fitted counterparts.
It is unclear how one might go about incorporating polydispersity into Eqn. 4.64. To
simply take a weighted average over the correlation functions expected for various L [34,
90,126-129], analogous to our treatment of the static form factor in Sec. 3.1.1, requires
adopting a priori a function that dictates how the the diffusion coefficients depend on the
rod dimensions. Although many authors [30,34,90, 122-125,130-136] have addressed the
connection between rod size and diffusion coefficients, it is still not well understood for
sernidilute and concentrated suspensions.
The two sets of diffusion coefficients in Table 4.1 are not easily identifiable with one
another. The slow coefficient resembled the parallel coefficient, but only to within a factor
of two. The fast coefficient had no clear analogue on the Maeda side of the table. To
investigate this further, we have plotted in Fig. 4-3 the fitted 1 /T values along with the
first few Fl (q) functions obtained from the fits to the Maeda form. The Fl were nearly
Table 4.1: Fitted diffusion coefficients from two fitting methods. Units of Dslow, Dfast, D,
and Di are A2 /s. Units of Dr are 1/s.
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Figure 4-3: Decay coefficients 1 /fast,slow (q) for the double-exponential fits (points) and
rl (q) for fits to Maeda's form (curves). Curves are labeled at right.
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independent of q, except for I = 0. This can be understood by looking at Pecora's simper
model in Sec. 4.2.3.2, specifically Eqn. 4.69. In that approximation, higher-i modes are
mostly rotational, while the I = 0 mode is entirely translational, giving Fo a q2 dependence
not shared by other modes.
At first glance, the two methods appear to produce incompatible estimates for the first
two decay modes of the correlation function. However, the relative amplitude of each decay
mode must be considered as well. These are shown for our data in Fig. 4-4. There is
again no obvious similarity between the two types of results. Nevertheless, the two methods
are consistent with one another. The Si (q) curves in Fig. 4-4 indicate that different modes
dominate the dynamic structure factor at different q. The double-exponential time constants,
Tfcst,slow, can then be understood to arise from a composite of all of the decays, primarily
representing whichever two modes have the highest relative amplitude.
At low q, then, the slow mode will dominate and be nearly identical to the = 0 mode.
The fast mode will be weaker and resemble the 1 = 2 mode. As q increases, the 1 = 0, 2
modes will be supplanted by higher modes, but not completely so, since So plateaus near 0.2
and S2 near 0.1. Thus, the slow mode will gradually weaken and its time constant will shift
toward the = 2 mode with increasing q, while the more dominant fast mode will mirror the
time constant of whichever Sl happens to peak at a given q. This is precisely the behavior
exhibited by the points in Fig. 4-3, and may help to explain some of the deviations from
q- 2 dependence seen in a number of recent studies [113,137-142] of semidilute suspensions
of rodlike particles.
It should be stressed that the particular behaviors of Tfast,slow from double-exponential
fits are not unambiguously indicative of specific diffusion processes in the sample, but, like
first cumulants, may possess features associated with several different modes. Similar effects
may occur in numerical inverse Laplace transformations of data in computer programs such
as the commonly used CONTIN package [143,144], which looks for the "simplest" set of decay
coefficients consistent with a measured correlation function. Rather than extracting only
Dr by restricting measurements to extremely low q [139,145], and rather than attempt to
calculate a first cumulant or approximate "effective" diffusion coefficients to compare with
the result of a fit; [107,111,113,139,146-148], the fast modern computer makes it possible
to directly fit Maeda's full form for monodisperse, rigid, hard rods to correlation functions
at all q and t with only five adjustable parameters.
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Figure 4-4: Relative mode amplitudes Sfast,slow/(Sfast + Sslow) and S (q) /, S' (q) for
correlation functions fitted to the double-exponential form (points) and the Maeda form
(curves), respectively. Curve labels are shown in Fig. 4-3. Generally speaking, Sl (q) peaks
at higher q as 1 is increased.
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Chapter 5
X-ray photon correlation
spectroscopy study of concentrated,
nematic suspensions of rigid rods
5.1 Models of dynamics in nematic liquid crystals
5.1.1 Director fluctuations
The most common picture of equilibrium density fluctuations in oriented liquid crystals
involves collective dynamics, specifically those that arise from long-wavelength fluctuations
in the nematic director orientation [1,149]. There are three modes-bend, splay, and twist-
that characterize distortions in the "director field" characterized at equilibrium by the unit
vector n. When one part of the field slightly reorients by an amount n (R) perpendicular
to n, the associated free energy density is
I 1K  I ( x ]2dF(R) K1 (V. n)2 K2 (n V x 6n)2 + K[n x (V x n)2 (5.1)2 2 2
K1,2,3 are the splay, twist, and bend elastic constants, respectively. Writing this in terms of
the Fourier transform, n (q), of the fluctuations gives [1, 150]
1 2 01d.T (q) = [q 6Sn (q)]2 + K 2 [n q x n (q)]2 + K 3 [n x (q x an (q))]2 (5.2)1 2 2
-K 1 [n (q) q]2 + 1K 2 [n (q) q x n] 2 + [n (q)]2 (q. n)2. (5.3)
It follows from the equipartition theorem that there will be two modes of fluctuation that
are "mixtures" of the three "pure" modes.
((6n(q).)2) kBT K 1 2 (5.4)V Klq + K3q 
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is the "splay-bend" mode, and
((6n(q) x n)2) = kBT K2 q q (55)
is the "twist-bend" mode, where q _ (q n)2 and q _ q2 - (q n)2. It can be shown (see
[1,151] and references therein) that photon correlation spectroscopy measurements would
be expected to display two corresponding decay modes with time constants
71,2 (q)
T1,2 (q) = K l,2 q + K3q2 (5.6)
The effective viscosities i71,2 (), along with the elastic constants, can be calculated from first
principles [1, 30, 37, 97, 152-156] for comparison with experimental results. Such measure-
ments have historically been possible by rotating the sample in the apparatus [149,157] or by
using depolarized scattering [150] in order to acquire data at several q. n values. However,
multispeckle experiments such as ours offer the advantage of probing the full range of q- n
simultaneously.
5.1.2 Self-diffusion
Another approach to predicting the equilibrium dynamics in nematics is to expand the Doi-
Shimada-Okano formalism discussed in Sec. 4.1 to correctly treat the distribution functions,
f (R, u, t), in the orientationally ordered phase. This method, developed by van der Schoot
and Odijk [158], involves rewriting Eqn. 4.16 so that the equilibrium distribution function
is no longer isotropic:
f (R, u, t) = feq (u) + 3f (R, u, t) . (5.7)
This adds a term to the definition of the operator 0 in Eqn. 4.23,
0 (q u) F (q u) = [Dl (q u)2 + D1 (q2 _ (q. u)2) - D 2] F (q, u)
-DrRF (q, u) / dR J du'w (q, u, u') feq (u') (5.8)
and also alters the operator in Eqn. 4.24,
b (q, u) F (q, u) = F (q, u) + cfeq (u) / du'w (q, u, u') F (q, u') (5.9)
Despite its relative complexity, the single-particle picture might be more appropriate
than the collective fluctuation model to characterize scattering at large qL values reached
by X-ray wavelengths, where the system no longer competely resembles a continuum of
"point rods". It also has the advantage of providing clear continuity across the orientational
ordering transition with expressions for diffusion in the isotropic phase. However, Eqns.
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5.8 and 5.9 appear to require foreknowledge of the equilibrium orientational distribution
function. Also, we know of no commonly used forms of the ODF-such as the Maier-Saupe
form described in Sec. 2.1.2.1-to have been incorporated into Maeda's matrix framework
(Sec. 4.2) for straightforward computation of correlation functions.
5.2 Measured dynamics of orientationally ordered suspensions
of b6hmite in glycerol
WVe have measured correlation functions of two different concentrations of b6hmite in glyc-
erol, one (2.0% volume fraction) just above the orientational transition, the other (7.5%)
well into the aligned phase. As with the isotropic samples in Sec. 4.3, we selected sample
temperatures that produced dynamics on experimentally accessible timescales.
To briefly recount our findings in Sec. 2.3, both the 7.5% and 2.0% samples displayed
azimuthal anisotropy in their static scattering patterns. For the 2.0% sample, two azimuthal
peaks were visible: one that would indicate rods parallel to the capillary, and the other
originating from rods perpendicular to the capillary. We interpreted this as evidence for the
coexistence of two nematic domains with distinct directors. In the 7.5% sample, the peak
from the parallel domain had all but vanished, while the perpendicular domain generated the
bulk of the scattering. In addition, fits to the azimuthal profiles indicated that significant
portions of both samples were isotropic.
In these studies, unlike the isotropic data of the previous chapter, we observed both radial
and azimuthal dependences to the dynamics. Instead of using area plots displaying the entire
(q, 90)-space spanned by our measurements, we will show here representative "slices" through
that space: first, curves depicting the variation of some quantity along q for several 79,
then vice versa. Our intention is to convey the overall radial and azimuthal trends while
still presenting quantitative results. When the data displayed some relatively simple q-
dependence, we fit to a trial function at each 99 and then plotted the fit parameters versus
(P.
5.2.1 Near the orientational transition point
Several measured correlation functions for the 2.0% sample are shown in Figs. 5-1 and 5-
2. The overall shapes of the correlation functions closely resembled those of the isotropic
1.0% and 1.5% samples. We once again used a double-exponential function (Eqn. 4.72) to
fit the correlation functions. Time constants of the fitted decays are plotted in Fig. 5-3.
While the fast; mode appeared consistent with Tfast oc q-2, the slow mode seemed more or
less independent of q. Dashed lines in Fig. 5-3 indicate fits to find the effective diffusion
coefficient, Dft (p) = q2 rfast (q, 9p). The slow mode displayed little variation with q.
It may have been the case, however, that Tslow (q, 99) was not always accurately measured
in this data set, in part because of noise on the correlation functions, but mostly because
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Figure 5-1: Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions at azimuthal angle p = 144° for
2.0% volume fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at -12.3 °C as measured by XPCS.
Lines are fits to double-exponential decay.
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Figure 5-2: Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions at q = 0.00519A- 1 for 2.0% volume
fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at -12.3 °C as measured by XPCS. Lines are fits to
double-exponential decay.
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Figure 5-3: Fitted characteristic times of double-exponential decays as in Eqn. 4.72 for 2.0%
volume fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at -12.3 °C. Several cp values are shown for
both Tfast (q, 7p) (a) and Tslow (q, Tp) (b). Lines indicate T oc q-2.
of the relatively large amplitude of the fast mode, as seen in Fig. 5-4. One striking feature
of the measured Sfast (q, (p) was that it varied little with q except near p = 90°, where it
gradually increased with q in a manner reminiscent of the isotropic fast mode in Fig. 4-4.
And indeed, Figs. 2-6 and 2-10 indicated that near p = 90° a large portion of the scattering
arose from the isotropic part of the sample.
In Fig. 5-5 we show the fitted fast-mode diffusion coefficient and the azimuthal behavior
of Sfat, along with a representative azimuthal slice of the static scattering cross-section.
The fast mode amplitude seemed more or less independent of p, although at low q the fast
mode was weaker near the structure factor peak, i.e. in the nematic domain. Similarly,
the diffusion coefficient displayed a shallow minimum in the nematic region. As we saw in
Fig. 4-3, the higher-amplitude modes are largely rotational. It would seem reasonable to
expect rotational diffusion to be hindered in the nematic phase even more strongly than in
a semidilute isotropic phase.
5.2.2 High concentration
In general, sample viscosities increased markedly with concentration, and the 7.5% sample
was substantially more viscous than other samples discussed thusfar. Our measurements
on this sample, consequently, were made at room temperature instead of -12 °C . The
scattered intensity was also significantly higher, as would be expected.
Correlation functions can be found in Figs. 5-6 and 5-7. Surprisingly, a double-exponential
decay did not satisfactorily fit all the measured correlation functions. The marked "com-
pression" of the decay seen in Fig. 5-7 as p approaches 180° provides one clear example.
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Figure 5-4: Relative amplitude of fast decay
angles. Lines are guides to the eye.
mode for the 2.0% sample at several azimuthal
Excellent fitting was obtained, however, with a stretched exponential [115]:
(5.10)
In this form the exponent v (q, A), rather than separate, additional decay modes, serves to
distort the dynamic structure factor from a simple exponential decay.
Both parameters exhibited unexpected behavior. The time constants, seen in Fig. 5-8,
were best fit by a function 7 () = q (q, 99) instead of the D () = q2'r (q, 99) function that
characterized more dilute sampes. Also, while there was little apparent q-dependence to the
exponent v (Fig. 5-9), it displayed striking variations with 99 (Fig. 5-10), at some points
even dropping below 1.0.
Each of these three features, T oc q-l, v universal for q, and v > 1, have been recently
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Figure 5-5: Azimuthal dependences of (a) the static scattering as in Sec. 2.3.1, (b) the ap-
parent fast-mode diffusion coefficient, and (c) the fast-mode amplitude for the 2.0% sample.
The four sets of points in (c) correspond to q = 0.00235A- 1 (circles), 0.00519-1 (squares),
0.00882 A1 (X's), and 0.01151 A-1 (triangles). Lines are guides to the eye.
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Figure 5-6: Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions at azimuthal angle = 144° for
7.5% volume fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at 25.5 °C as measured by XPCS. Lines
are fits to stretched- (or compressed-) exponential decay.
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Figure 5-7: Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions at q = 0.00519A- 1 for 7.5% volume
fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at 25.5 °C as measured by XPCS. Lines are fits to
stretched- (or compressed-) exponential decay.
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Figure 5-8: Fitted characteristic times of stretched-exponential decays as in Eqn. 5.10 for
7.5% volume fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at 25.5 °C. Several yO values are shown.
Lines indicate T c q-l
reported in "jammed" materials [159-161]; that is, systems such as glasses and gels which are
fixed in a nonequilibrium configuration due to strong interparticle interactions. The T q-l
dependence is characteristic of ballistic motion of a free particle [34], which in this case corre-
sponds to the behavior of large-scale inhomogeneities in the sample as they relax elastically
toward equilibrium over extremely long (essentially infinite) timescales [159]. Stresses are
initially "frozen" into the sample through some quenching event, such as the centrifugation
process we used to load our samples into the capillaries. The resulting displacement field
leads to - 15 1160]. It seems highly likely that the aligned domain in this 7.5% sample
was not in an equilibrium phase, but rather existed in a jammed state due to the very high
density of rods it contained.
Intriguingly, in our samples the three notable traits of jamming seemed absent in a
narrow azimuthal region around so = 180°. Fig. 5-10 displays this clearly. In that range
the dynamics were nearly eight times as fast, the correlation functions were not compressed,
but rather stretched (and hence potentially in agreement with a double-exponential or even
the van der Schoot-Odijk dynamic structure factor). As well, the static scattering was less
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Figure 5-9: Fitted characteristic exponents of stretched-exponential decays as in Eqn. 5.10
for 7.5% volume fraction sample of bdhmite in glycerol at 25.5 °C. Several p values are
shown. Lines are a guide to the eye.
intense. In this 7.5% sample, our analysis in Sec. 2.3, combined with the separation of
each domain's scattering shown in Fig. 3-11, indicated that even when the vast majority
of the sample is aligned, the small amount of lingering isotropic material still provided the
majority of the scattering at low q and at po values away from the main nematic peak.
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Figure 5-10: Azimuthal dependences of (a) the static scattering, (b) the time constant
proportionality coefficient, and (c) the stretching (compressing) exponent. The four sets of
points in (c) correspond to q = 0.00235 A-' (circles), 0.00519 A-1 (squares), 0.00882 A- 1
(X's), and 0.01151 A-1 (triangles) . Lines are guides to the eye.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we have used X-ray scattering to explore the structure and dynamics of rigid,
colloidal bhmite rods in solution. We found that nematic alignment occured at volume
fractions well below the classic Onsager prediction, which was to be expected, given that
charge and polydispersity effects shift the nematic transition to lower concentrations. Two
distinct aligned domains were detected in our samples, and we sought to characterize each
separately.
We used the azimuthal dependence of the static scattering cross-section to identify the
proportion, orientation, and nematic order parameter of each domain. One nematic domain
grew in size with concentration. This domain was oriented perpendicular to the sample-
holding capillary, and we presumed its orientation was determined by interactions with the
capillary walls. The other domain, which was aligned parallel to the capillar-presumably
by flow--disappeared at higher volume fractions. In attempting to ascertain the nematic or-
der parameters, we concluded that Davidson's general form for the orientational distribution
function would inevitably lead to ambiguous results when applied to multidomain samples.
Using the Maier-Saupe distribution function we found that the perpendicular domain had
the lower order parameter of the two but displayed an intriguing peak at wavevectors cor-
responding to the interparticle spacing. This may indicate a subtle positional correlation
among neighboring rods in the nematic phase. We also found that isotropic material per-
sisted in the samples even far above the orientational transition.
To investigate the rod-rod interactions, we measured the effective radial interparticle
structure factor over a range of rod concentrations up to the transition and into the aligned
phase. Doing so required a numerical evaluation of the form factor for polydisperse, rigid
rods, which we compared to the lowest-volume-fraction data. It seemed as though the rods
were significantly thinner than TEM studies had indicated, even when a crude accounting
for an electrical double-layer was included. As expected for suspensions of charged rods, the
wavevector of the radial peak in the effective structure factor varied as volume fraction to the
one-half power, except for a small plateau observed around the nematic transition. In that
same regime, a discontinuity in the radial peak width lent further credence to our supposition
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of a positional reorganization in concert with the onset of alignment. We attempted to
separate from one another the interparticle structure factors of the isotropic and nematic
phases, but we found that the structure factor peaks were too broad to cleanly resolve the
individual components.
We characterized the equilibrium dynamics of our suspensions just below and above the
ordering transition. The two were qualitatively similar, with pairs of effective time constants
that decayed roughly as the inverse square of the wavevector. In the isotropic samples, we
implemented a well-known but complicated and hence little-used matrix formulation for the
dynamic structure factor. We adapted the routines for use in nonlinear least-squares fits
and used them directly extract our samples' self-diffusion coefficients from the measured
correlation functions. We suggested that deviations from an inverse-square dependence of
effective time constants on wavevector can be easily understood as the result of confluence
of multiple dynamical modes. We observed that while the matrix formalism is especially
suited for XPCS measurements at high wavevectors and long times, its applicability would
substantially broaden with extensions to incorporate of polydispersity and non-isotropic
orientational distribution functions.
In the nematic samples, we were able to study the dynamics of both the primary nematic
phase and the remnant isotropic phase simultaneously. This was possible because different
azimuthal angles received scattering from different components of the sample. The fast decay
mode was especially prominent in the nematic phase, although it tended toward slower time
constants overall than in the isotropic phase. The largest-volume-fraction sample behaved
remarkably unlike the isotropic and less concentrated nematic samples. It displayed the
stretched-exponential, high-exponent correlations and strongly hindered diffusion indicative
of the elastic relaxation of a nonequilibrium, "jammed" system.
This thesis highlights the fact that even seemingly simple orientationally anisotropic
particles in suspension can exhibit a rich and complex variety of structural and dynamical
behaviors. Not surprisingly, those behaviors are profoundly interrelated, and a full un-
derstanding requires further advances in the theoretical, instrumental, and analytical tools
available for studying orientationally ordered materials. We believe we have demonstrated
here that the combination of SAXS and XPCS facilitates the simultaneous characterization
of many aspects of a sample-its nematic domain structure, degree(s) of orientational order-
ing, interparticle separation, positional correlation length, and self-diffusion coefficients-all
on length scales comparable to the particle sizes. Such measurements offer great potential
for new insights into these fascinating materials.
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Appendix A
Data analysis for anisotropic
correlation functions
The use of charge-coupled device (CCD) arrays for correlation spectroscopy began roughly
a decade ago 1162,163], and the field of CCD-based X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy
(XPCS) is nearly as old [164-166]. Since then, a number of important data collection
and processing techniques specific to multi-speckle analysis have been developed [52, 54,
167]. Several advancements beyond these are underway [55,168], and more are undoubtedly
ahead. The field is beginning to attract a broad user base and as such merits distilling
the aforementioned collective expertise into a small number of standard software packages.
Ideally, an XPCS data reduction program would be easily accessible to novice users while
simultaneously allowing developers sufficient flexibility to implement and test new algorithms
within a unified framework. It would generate on-the-fly results during beam time as well
as allow for careful analysis offsite.
A first attempt at such an "all-in-one" software package, called 'coherent', has been
developed at MIT and tested at the Advanced Photon Source beamline 8-ID. This public-
domain software is written in the Yorick interpreted language [169,170]. Yorick is not only
freely available for several operating systems but is also optimized for performing intensive
mathematical operations on large, multidimensional arrays of the sort generated by CCD
detectors.
Since correlation function normalization entails the use of the static scattering cross-
section, 'coherent' also doubles as a SAXS analysis tool. (This can be seen in Eqn. 1.28.)
By keeping track of intensities on a frame-by-frame basis, 'coherent' can also be used in
experiments that study transient responses to nonequilibrium conditions such as quenches
and applied fields.
This appendix will highlight several new concepts in correlation function spectroscopy
data analysis tlhat have been developed specifically for 'coherent'. Many arise out of one of
the major design goals for 'coherent': comprehensive treatments of dynamics measurements
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in orientationally anisotropic materials.
A.1 Data structure
The primary working assumption of the routines described here is that raw data has been
collected in a filled, rectangular array of three dimensions: position (x), position (z), and
time (t), with a constant interval between all neighboring indices along a particular di-
mension. The time dimension requirement renders this approach unsuitable for so-called
"realtime" analyses, where processing is performed separately for each 2-D image while the
next is being acquired. On the other hand, the structure used here makes it algorithmically
simple and computationally efficient to perform operations and transformations-especially
time averages-on the entire data set simultaneously.
With, in principle, no limit on the number of exposures in a sequence, data sets may
become so large as to outstrip a computer's memory limits. Recognizing that each pixel in
the array can be treated as a unique detector independent of all others, we can circumvent
memory limits by ensuring that all routines can be applied sequentially on several x-z
"segments" (subsets) of the full data array, and by then adding a final step organizing the
results from all segments. Segments must themselves be filled, rectangular arrays but may
be as small as a single pixel times the number of exposures.
We also strive to make all routines compatible with "kinetics mode" acquisition, wherein
only a "slice" (a subset) of the detector array is illuminated, with the rest of the array serving
as high-speed memory for the storage of a rapid sequence of separate exposures accumulated
into a single detector "frame" (image) [52]. In this case, raw data comes in an x-z-t format,
but most pixel coordinates have been shifted from their original location by the kinetics
mode. Since a delay is typically incurred when transferring a frame to the computer, there
will also be a time gap between the last slice on one frame and the first slice on the next,
which exceeds that between neighboring slices on a single frame. We can both correct for
the pixel shift and recognize the two disparate timescales by reshaping the raw data into
a four-dimensional, X-Zx-tframe-tslice onfiguration. It then remains to design all analyses to
handle either one or two time dimensions.
A.2 Image partitioning and masking
The x-z grid based on the detector dimensions, which is used for data input, is generally
an undesirable format into which to cast analysis results. For comparisons with theory,
simulations, and other experiments, the scattering vector q is the natural and conventional
choice for an independent variable. Different experimental geometries or sample symmetries,
however, may favor the breaking down of q into different sets of components.
Analysis software should therefore allow the user to select which component set to use,
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Figure A-i: Three examples of image partitioning: radial only in transmission geometry
(top), radial and azimuthal in transmission (middle), and radial and axial in reflection
geometry (bottom). Colors represent measured scattering intensity, white being greatest.
Lines represent; partition boundaries. Black regions at the lower ends of each image repre-
sent areas blocked by a beamstop, and have been masked out. The top and middle data
sets correspond, respectively, to 1.5% and 7.5% volume fraction suspensions of b6hmite in
glycerol.
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evaluate the coordinates of each pixel along those components, and then group pixels with
similar coordinates into partitions for the averaging together of results. Corrections for
distortions introduced by fiber-optic tapers in phosphor-coupled CCD arrays [171] can be
made as an intermediate step during the calculation of q for each pixel.
The 'coherent' software package allows the user to specify the number of partitions span-
ning the image along each component of q and whether to space the partitions evenly or
cluster them more closely in regions of high intensity. Several partitioning schemes are
depicted in Fig. A-1. Each pixel is assigned a single partition number based on its coor-
dinates in both dimensions. Two sets of partitions are chosen: one for averaging the static
cross-section and one for averaging correlation functions. Statics partitions can usually be
significantly smaller than those for correlation functions ("dynamics" partitions), because
static cross-sections typically require fewer total photons for accurate measurement.
The user can also interactively select pixels to exclude from analysis in 'coherent'. This
is useful when regions of the detector are damaged, obstructed by other parts of the exper-
imental apparatus (e.g. beamstop), or dominated by scattering from apparatus elements
other than the sample (e.g. slit scattering). Pixels outside the user-defined "mask" are
reassigned to partition number 0, which is discarded at the end of analysis.
A.3 Averaging analysis results over partitions
Averaging quantities of interest over all pixels within a partition-for example, averaging
across pixels the time-averaged, corrected intensities to obtain the static scattering cross-
section-becomes nontrivial when that partition spans several segments. (Image segments
were described in Sec. A.1.) One cannot simply force the segments to correspond to parti-
tions since partitions are generally not rectangular, nor can one rely on the user to always
choose partitions small enough to fit entirely into memory.
The solution is to calculate sums of relevant quantities rather than averages, and to
divide by the number of pixels in a partition only after all segments have been processed.
Estimates of error can be obtained by measuring the RMS variation of a quantity across
pixels in a partition, which requires storing the sum of the square of a quantity in addition
to the sum itself.
Some partitions may contain no pixels at all, especially when 2-D partitioning is used.
One example can be seen when using a polar (q, p) grid such as the one in the center image
of Fig. A-1. Several (q, Tp) pairs fall off the image, despite being within the limits of q and
the limits of p spanned by the image. This will generally occur any time a nonrectangular
partitioning scheme is used. If the result output is formatted in a rectangular array, as it
is in 'coherent', the number of pixels per partition must be included alongside so that dis-
play routines and any subsequent analyses can identify which partitions contain meaningful
information.
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Figure A-2: Flatfield correction. Points represent intensity histograms from two separate
8000-pixel regions of a CCD array, each over a sequence of 850 exposures. Lines are a guide
to the eye.
A.4 Image correction
A.4.1 Before time-averaging
Prior to any analysis, raw data should undergo a series of corrective adjustments on a pixel-
by-pixel basis to isolate signal counts. Steps used in 'coherent' proceed in the following
order:
1. Pixels reaching the analog-to-digital converter's saturation value at any point during
the exposure sequence are placed outside the mask and are not factored into final
results.
2. Dark counts, as measured by time-averaging an unilluminated series of exposures taken
just prior to and/or after data collection, are subtracted.
* Although it is more computationally efficient to remove dark effects from fully
processed correlation functions and/or scattering cross-sections [167], the subse-
quent steps in the image correction and normalization processes require initial
dark subtraction.
* Currently under development are algorithms to allow dark levels to be scaled on
a frame-by-frame basis according to readings in an unilluminated detector region
during data collection.
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after flatfield correction
3. Flatfield normalization is applied, bringing the pixels' per-photon response to uniform
levels. This amounts to applying a pixel-specific multiplicative constant to all readings.
* Uniform illumination, which is difficult to achieve, is not strictly necessary to
determine the relative responsiveness of a pixel in comparison to others in a
detector array. The scattering from any sample of known scattering cross-section
can be used as a source of illumination. The known cross-section vs. scattering
vector can be evaluated (interpolated, if from a calibrated measurement) at the
scattering vector of each pixel and compared to the measured cross-section.
* If all pixels have nearly equivalent quantum efficiencies, variations in response will
arise from spurious variations in the single-photon intensity distribution function,
P (I), among pixels. These variations can be eliminated by the flatfield correction,
as demonstrated in Fig. A-2.
4. For direct-detection CCD arrays, lower-level discrimination [52] is applied to each data
point.
* To increase signal-to-noise levels at low intensities, readings below a predeter-
mined threshold, deemed a "no-photon" level, are reset to zero.
* In 'coherent', the discriminator threshold may be set to a specific analog-to-digital
unit level or to some multiple of each pixel's dark RMS.
* Further details on the effects of lower-level discrimination can be found in Ap-
pendix B.
A.4.2 After time-averaging
There are some corrections that require better statistics than can be obtained from most
single frames, especially in high-speed (low-intensity) exposure sequences. These include
masking out "zingers" [171] and undoing distortions introduced by lower-level discrimination
(Appendix B). Such corrections are best evaluated after the main analysis, specifically after
all averages over frames and/or pixels have been taken.
A.5 Multiple tau correlation
We recall Eqn. 1.28, which states that correlation functions for any given pixel in an array
can be obtained from the corrected intensity, I (q, t), by calculating
92 (q, /t) = (I (q, t) I (q, t + t (A.1)
In the most basic, "brute force" correlation method, a data set comprising N frames will
yield N - 1 possible time delays, At, and thus N - 1 independent values of g92 at each pixel.
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Figure A-3: Schematic of multiple tau averaging scheme. Rectangles represent frames (or
kinetics mode slices), and all times are given as multiples of the time per frame (slice).
Correlations for delays listed at left are calculated at the corresponding multiple tau level;
this example utilizes four delays per level and averages pairs of frames between each level.
Full details on multiple tau correlation, including its comparative advantages over "brute
force" correlation, can be found elsewhere [167,172-174], and a graphical depiction is shown
in Fig. A-3. In short, several consecutive frames are averaged together before long-delay
correlations are evaluated; this improves signal-to-noise levels and reduces logarithmically
the number of delays involved.
When "kinetics mode" acquisition is used and data has been collected in the X-Z-tframe-
tslice format discussed in Sec. A.1, the multiple tau process becomes more complicated.
For the shortest delay times, only correlations between slices on a single frame are relevant,
making each frame essentially a separate entity. In the short-time limit, then, correlations are
made over only the final dimension of the data structure, similar to what would occur in the
usual x-z-t case. Very long delay times involve only correlations among widely separated
frames. For large delays, all slices on a single frame may be averaged together, and the
structure reverts directly to the standard x-z-t. It is advantageous to store averages over
slices prior to beginning the multiple tau process, since some slices may be dropped during
multiple tau averaging, as can be seen for the final slice in Fig. A-3.
The additional complexity introduced by kinetics mode occurs for intermediate time
delays, especially when using a large number of delays per level. In this case, the delay
between consecutive frames may not be long enough to justify averaging together all slices
on a single frame before correlating among frames. In other words, the X-Z-tframe-tslice
structure persists, and correlations are evaluated over the third dimension rather than the
final one. The correlations themselves will ultimately be time averaged, of course (see Eqn.
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A.1), and here that averaging should be applied to both the third and fourth dimensions,
instead of the final dimension alone as would be appropriate to the standard case.
As the correlator routine works through the sequence of time delays, therefore, it must
determine at each delay which of the above situations-slices-only, slices-frames, or frames-
only-applies.
A.6 Normalizing correlation functions
Array detectors, by measuring intensities at multiple q simultaneously, offer the possibility
of multi-speckle approaches to correlation function normalization [52,167]. The advantages
of multi-speckle normalization include:
* improved signal-to-noise
* lower systematic error through corrections for time variations in overall (e.g. incident)
intensity
* the ability to obtain reliable correlation functions for slow dynamics and non-ergodic
samples
Specifically, the denominator of Eqn. A.1, (I (q, t))t, serves as the standard normalization for
point-correlator experiments [172]. It is an estimate of the intensity that would be measured
were all speckles to be averaged out, as they might with an incoherent source. Under
partially coherent illumination, the intensity across a detector partition typically displays
small-scale features due to speckle and large-scale features due to the q-dependence of the
static scattering cross-section. The speckles are nominally short-lived compared to any time-
dependence in the overall intensity. Ideally, then, correlation functions from one partition
of an area detector should be normalized by the square of a quantity that approximates the
average intensity but also reflects its long-term, long-range variations. The simple expression
(I (q, t)) 2 does not satisfy the latter criterion. Multi-speckle experiments permit the use of
averages across pixels to improve such estimates.
In this appendix we shall denote an average over pixels within a single detector partition
as ()q, which is not intended to signify the inclusion of every pixel in the array. Section A.2
details the partitioning process. In 'coherent', for example, statics partitions are used when
calculating (I (q, t))q, since that quantity corresponds to the static scattering cross-section;
on the other hand, dynamics partitions are used when evaluating (g2 (q, At))q.
A.6.1 Accounting for long-term intensity variations
It is instructive to rewrite Eqn. A.1 in the equivalent form,
92 (q, At) = ( q, t) (I q, t)+ At) (A.2)(I (q t) ( I(q t) I
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This calls attention to treating the normalization as an operation on the intensities rather
than the correlation products.
A.6.1.1 Standard normalization
Ideally, either a time-average or a pixel-average of the intensity array will remove speckle-
related features. To isolate the long-term and long-range variations, then, we may approxi-
mate
I (qt) (I (q,t))>t (I (qt)q (A.3)
(I(q,t)>()q,t
for the purposes of normalization. Replacing the normalization in Eqn. A.2 with the right
side of Eqn. A.3 yields the multi-speckle version of the standard normalization [52,54],
92 (q, At) (, t) I (q, t + at(A.4)
((I(qt))t (I(qt))q (I(q,t))t (I(q,t+At))q
(I(q,t))q,t (I( q ,t))qt t
I (q, t) I (q, t + At) (I(q,t)) (A.5)
\ (q,t))q (I(q,t + t))q t (I (q,t))t2
We have selected for Eqn. A.5 notation that emphasizes the utility of dividing the array
of intensities by partition averages before correlating instead of normalizing the correlation
products. The latter method would require computing a separate normalization for each
(t, At) pair.
A.6.1.2 Symmetric normalization
While the standard normalization can be computed relatively quickly, the accuracy of the
normalization can be further improved by taking time-averages of (I (q, t))q in Eqn. A.5. In
order to preserve the long-term intensity variations, though, the time-averages should not
be evaluated over all frames but rather some subset. The number of frames that can be
averaged without distorting the long-term behavior will depend on the At of interest. This
is the strategy behind the multi-speckle version [52,54,167] of the "symmetric" normalization
scheme [172, 175].
From a practical standpoint, given a data set containing N frames, the time-averaging
involved in calculating (I (q, t)) 2 spans at most 1 < t < N, while the correlation products
in (I (q, t) I (q, t - At))t can only cover 1 < t < N - At. This means that the first term in
(I (q, t) I (q, t + At)) t is evaluated over the "left" subset of frames 1 < tleft < N - At, and
the second term is evaluated over the "right" subset, At+ 1 < tright < N. It is natural, then,
to use in normalization one time-average of (I (q, t))q over the left subset and another over
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the right,
(I (q, t) I (q, t + At)) (q, t))2
(I(q, t))q,tlef t (I(q t))q,tright ((qt))T 
Note that (I (q, t))q,tft,right depend on At but not q or t. This means that, unlike in the
standard scheme, normalizations must inevitably be recalculated for each At, and there is
therefore no advantage conveyed by applying the normalization to the intensities instead of
the correlation products.
Eqn. A.6 is distinct from the two forms used in Refs. [52] and [167], respectively. Like
Cipelletti et al. [167], we average over pixels prior to the symmetric normalization. However,
we include the additional term (I (q, t))2, t /(I (q, t)) 2 to preserve any long-range trends in
intensity with q, along the lines of what was done in the standard normalization scheme
above.
It should also be noted that the symmetric normalization factor, (I (q, t)I (q, t + At))t,
can easily be generated by inputting (I (q, t))q to the same routine that, when given I (q, t),
calculates correlation products. It is essential, though, to pass with (I (q,t))q a flag to
indicate that time-averages should be calculated before taking products instead of after.
A.6.2 Precisely accounting for long-range intensity variations
A main premise of Sec. A.6.1.2 is that averaging over a combination of pixels and time-as
opposed to averaging over pixels alone-can improve the precision of the normalization. In
this section, we similarly seek some combination of pixel- and time-averages to replace the
time averages, (I (q, t))t, in the denominators of Eqns. A.5 and A.6. This is especially im-
portant for studies of non-ergodic samples or measurements wherein the total time spanned
by the exposure sequence is of the same order of magnitude (or less) than the longest time
constants of the sample dynamics in the range of q probed. In such cases the experimentally
accessible (I (q, t)) t will still contain speckle features.
If a partition contains only a few pixels, or if the intensity does not vary much across
the partition (as would be the case for a thin ring of pixels at a particular scattering vector
magnitude, provided the sample is isotropic), then a simple average over pixels will suffice.
There is, of course, the usual tradeoff between partition size and signal-to-noise, especially
at low intensities.
One technique that can reliably wash out small-scale features in intensity across a large
partition involves applying a two-dimensional smoothing operation to the time-averaged
intensities within the partition. We have found, not unexpectedly, that smoothing is opti-
mized when the smoothing function is given the pixels' scattering vector coordinates instead
of their x-z locations in the array. In transmission geometries, the azimuthal () and inverse
radial (1 /q) coordinates tend to be the most suitable choice, since scattering almost always
has an inverse relationship with the magnitude of the wavevector.
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Figure A-4: Comparison between smoothing and simple averaging normalization methods
in correlation function calculation.
Specifically, for each partition, 'coherent' finds the coefficients aij of the function
4
s (q) =E aij Z (A.7)
i,j=O
that most closely equate s (q) to (I (q, t)) t. It then calculates either Eqn. A.5 or Eqn. A.6
(whichever the user specifies) with s (q) in place of (I (q, t)) t. We have found empirically
that fourth-order polynomials provide sufficient curvature to accurately reproduce most
large-scale intensity variations without being oversensitive to small-scale fluctuations. Of
course, a partition must contain a sufficient number of data points for the fits to reliably
converge; 'coherent' allows users to specify the minimum number of pixels for a partition
to qualify for normalization smoothing (the default is 100). Otherwise the partition is
considered small and a simple average is used.
Fig. A-4 provides an example of the improvement that smoothing can provide. In it we
plot the results of a single data set, analyzed once with a smoothing correction and once with
simple averages only. The data plotted is the average correlation function for an isotropic
sample over a dynamics partition comprising 35,741 pixels. Because the intensity varied
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substantially within the dynamics partition, much smaller statics partitions-ten of them,
with between 3,000 and 4,500 pixels each-were used for normalization. The partitions
extended through the full azimuthal range accessible to the camera and were relatively
narrow in the radial direction (0.002 < Aq /q < 0.004). A perfectly normalized correlation
function will approach unity at large At. The smoothing correction clearly shifted the
calculated correlation function toward the ideal case without significantly modifying the
overall shape of the decay.
In principle, one could instead adjust the coefficients aj (t) of
4
s' (q, t) = a'j (t) - j (A.8)
i,j=O q
to match I (q, t) and then evaluate 92 with the standard,
92 (q, At) ((q, t) I (q, t + At) (A.9)(I(q,t) s (q,t + At) )
or symmetric,
92(q, (I (q, t) I (q, t At)) (A.10)
(s' (q, t))tl,ft (' (q, t))tright '
normalization schemes. This would provide a second-order correction for incident intensity
variations, but at the cost of a loss of computational speed along with an increased likelihood
of failures to converge.
A.6.3 Image segments and normalization
It is also essential that, as mentioned in Secs. A.1 and A.3, our correlation normalization
process be compatible with the use of individual image segments in lieu of full images.
Within a given segment, some partitions may contain only a few pixels, perhaps only a
single pixel, even if the partition as a whole spans thousands. If only a partition's pixels in a
single segment are used, multi-speckle averages will not have as high a signal-to-noise ratio
and may not even cover multiple speckles. One remedy for this problem is to perform the
entire static cross-section analysis-and hence obtain the full (I (q, t))q for every partition--
before beginning correlation function calculations. The drawback of this course of action is
that each segment of raw data must be read from disk a second time, which can significantly
slow the analysis process. In 'coherent', the user is expressly given this choice between speed
and quality in the analysis.
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Appendix B
Lower-level discrimination: Noise
reduction for CCD measurements at
low intensities
Three regimes of CCD data acquisition tend to incur low photon rates per pixel per image,
1. High-speed dynamics/kinetics (small At)
2. Low scattering cross-section samples
3. Azimuthally anisotropic scattering
The third category arises because anisotropic scattering does not involve a broad swath of
pixels across the CCD that all receive ostensibly identical intensities. In most experiments
on isotropic materials, one can enhance signal to noise by averaging together all pixels at the
same radial wavevector. One may further reduce noise at low intensities by throwing away
all counts that, do not rise above some threshold indicating detection of a photon [52]. For
realistic CCDs, this "lower-level discrimination" introduces a bias in the data. We present
here a method for correcting that bias.
B.1 CCD response
B.I.1 Photon detection
The number of photons registered at one pixel in a detector is typically treated as being
distributed according to Poisson's formula,
bbn
P () = -b (B.1)
n!
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The average number of detected photons per pixel per measurement is (n) = Eno nP (n) =
b, which defines b. The standard deviation is on = /(n 2 ) - ( =n)2 = /b2 + b -b2  b. The
true photon rate is b divided by the detector efficiency.
Detected photons give rise to an electric charge, which is typically measured, digitized,
and converted to dimensionless Analog-to-Digital Units (ADU). Raw data, which we will
denote by I, is most often kept as ADU. An ideal detector would have the obvious connection
between ADU and detected photon rate of
I = bAo. (B.2)
Ao is a constant conversion factor. Most experiments seek to determine b--or some function
of b-from measurements of I.
Real CCD pixels commonly display a variety of nonidealities in response, including: (1)
"dark" ADU arising from sources other than photons; (2) variable ADU per photon; and
(3) spreading of accumulated charge among neighboring pixels. At high intensities such
behavior tends to negligbly affect results, but quantitative analysis of CCD data at low
intensities may require significant corrections for any or all of the above effects.
B.1.2 Dark background
We group into the collective term "dark background" the various ADU accumulated even
when no photons are incident on the detector, including dark current and readout noise [171].
These can be approximated by a normal distribution with standard deviation ad about some
mean Do, P (D) = exp [- (D - Do)2 /2o 2 ] /V'2acd . It is common practice to subtract from
raw data the average of several dark (unilluminated) measurements [52,168,176,177]. Ideally
only the fluctuations in the dark remain, and we will model them with the distribution,
d2
P(d) = g (d, ad) e (B.3)
This dark noise is added to the photon count (Eqn. B.1) to yield
P (I) = e- b E g (I - nAo, ad) (B.4)
n=O
(I) = bAo (B.5)
a = /bA + a. (B.6)
Eqn. B.6 indicates that dark fluctuations will dominate over Poisson noise at low intensities,
specifically when b < ao l/A.
Any actual estimate of Do comes from some finite number Nd, of dark measurements.
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Calling the estimate Do, the expected difference is
JADOI \ / (1Do- DON) d g I(B.7)
Other phenonena, such as variations in detector temperature, can further alter Do, either
during a sequence of measurements or between sequences. To keep the treatment general, we
will carry the "known" quantity ADo through calculations, without specifying it further. We
will approximate it as remaining constant from measurement to measurement, as it would
for a single pixel corrected by the same dark average over a measurement sequence. This
will demonstrate salient features of dark drift while avoiding excessive complexity. With
these assumptions in place, the standard deviation remains unchanged from Eqn. B.6, and
the mean intensity becomes
(I) = bAo + ADo. (B.8)
The "dark drift," ADo, dominates the measured intensity for b < lADol /Ao.
B.1.3 Variable response
In practice, a single CCD pixel is unlikely to respond in an identical fashion to every detected
photon, despite the photons themselves being for all intents and purposes indistinguishable.
The ADU per photon then exhibits some probabilistic distribution. For example, although
most photon events correspond to absorption within a pixel's depletion region, some small
fraction are absorbed outside the depletion region, producing fewer detectable photoelec-
trons. This leads to a strongly peaked ADU distribution with a weak, continuous tail
extending down to very low levels [168,177]. Similarly, spreading of accumulated charge,
which will be discussed in the next section, is typically also a random process.
It becomes necessary, then, to identify the detector's response to a single photon with
the more general function, P1 (A). The simpler treatment in previous sections applies to the
special case where P1 (A) = a (A - Ao). Instances of two detected photons have an ADU
distribution which is the convolution of P1 (A) with itself,
P2 (A) = dA' P1 (A') P1 (A - A') (B.9)
Similarly, three-photon-detection and higher events give rise to the distributions
roo
P3 (A) = j dA' P2 (A') P1 (A - A')
P4 (A) = dA' P3 (A') P (A - A') (B.10)
00
Pn (A) = dA'P,_ (A') P1 (A- ')
-2
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Taking into account the likelihoods of each number of detections from Eqn. B.1, the total
ADU contribution from photons is given by
00 bn
F (A,b) n! Pn (A), (B.11)
n=l
making the total response
P (I) = e- b[6 (I) + F (I, b)]. (B.12)
In other words, once the single-photon response function is known, it becomes possible to
predict the detector response at any intensity level.
When the dark background (Eqn. B.3) is included, Eqn. B.12 becomes
P (I) = e- b E (I-ADo, ad) + dA F (A, b) g (I- AD - A, ad)] (B.13)
(I) = b (A) + ADo (B.14)
4 = b ((A) + ad: (B.15)
where (A) and UA refer to the single-photon values,
(A) j dAAP (A) (B.16)
a )-d dA (A-(A))2 P1 (A). (B.17)
Note that f-S!o dA A Pn (A) = n (A).
It should also be noted that Eqn. B.13 can also be written as
p (I) = eb [ (I- AD0 , ad) + E Zn (IADO, ad) (B.18)
n-l
with
Zn (I, ad) dA P, (A) g (I - A, ad) (B.19)
= j dA Zn-, (A) P (I- A), (B.20)
00the last line being applicable for n> 1 a d arising from Eqn. B..
the last line being applicable for n > 1 and arising from Eqn. B.10.
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B.1.4 Charge spreading
The charge generated by a photon may in part be distributed among several of the pixel's
neighbors; this charge "leakage", also referred to as "spreading", can occur as part of the
readout process or when a photon is stopped on the boundary between pixels. Spreading
has two main consequences: it influences the form of the response function, P1 (A), and it
makes a pixel responsive to photons that strike elsewhere. As a simplistic example, imagine
that spreading involves only a single neighbor, with each photon event generating 40%-40%
accumulation (and 20% loss) of 10 ADU. In this case, it is necessary to set PI (A) = (A - 4),
rather than (A - 8) or a (A - 10). It is also important to reduce b by a factor of two in
order to avoid double-counting photons.
More generally, multiple-counting can be eliminated by replacing b in all calculations
with b, where 3 is the number of pixels involved in a single-photon event. Then, for
example, Eqns. 13.13-B.15 become
P (I) = e-3b (I- ADo, d) + dA F (A, b) g (I - ADo - A, d (B.21)
(I) = /b (A) + ADo (B.22)
Ci= db ((A)2+ C) + 2. (B.23)
If p varies from event to event, it can be set to the maximum number of pixels involved in
any single-photon event. Then an appropriate value of P1 (A = 0) must be used to account
for the portion of events spreading to fewer than / pixels. For instance, suppose the 40%-
40% spreading from the previous paragraph occurs in two-thirds of photon detections, with
no spreading in the remaining one-third. It is then useful to set 3 = 2 and P1 (A)
16 (A) + 36 (A - 4) + 1 (A - 10).
B.1.5 Experimentally characterizing the single-photon response
Eqns. B.18 and B.20 allow a determination of the detector response at any intensity level
given only the single-photon response, P1 (A), and knowledge of the dark noise. The latter
is straightforward to obtain with an unilluminated data set. It is therefore of interest to find
P1 (A); this can be accomplished directly by first identifying the single-photon detection
events in a dark-subtracted and flatfield-corrected data set and then histogramming the
analog-to-digital units from the pixels that record one (or part of one) photon. In practice,
this is most reliably done when the ADU per photon heavily outweigh the dark noise,
which is typically the case in direct-detection CCDs and not always so for phosphor-coupled
CCDs [171]. By including only confirmed photon events in the histogram, the dark drift can
be assumed to be an insignificant part of the recorded ADU and hence ignored.
Determining which pixels in a set of exposures are involved in photon events is a task for
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which the so-called "droplet" algorithm [177] was tailor made. For the purpose of determining
P1 (A), however, a more rudimentary approach suffices. If data of extremely low intensity
are used, the vast majority of detections will be single-photon events, and the few multi-
photon events that do occur may be easily identified and discarded. Subpixel precision in
locating the "center of mass" of each event is also not required.
We have developed an efficient "photon isolation" algorithm suitable for finding the single-
photon ADU distribution. It requires choosing a priori a "photon area," the local group of
pixels around the center of a photon event in which the routine should look for ADU. We
have found that a reasonable size for the photon area, which we called P in Sec. B.1.4,
can range anywhere from three to ten pixels, depending on the detector and the desired
level of precision, i.e. one to four pixels at the center of the photon event receive most
of the ADU, and spreading may shift two to fifteen percent of the ADU to surrounding
pixels. The photon isolation routine tests all pixels in parallel to determine which are the
centers of single-photon events. It first calculates the sum of the ADU at a pixel in question
together with the surrounding photon area. (Pixels on the edges of the detector, having
an incomplete set of neighbors, are ignored.) It also calculates the sum of ADU in a ring
surrounding the photon area. To be considered the site of a single-photon event, these sums
must satisfy four criteria:
1. The photon area sum must exceed some multiple of the dark RMS (scaled with /V).
This ensures that the ADU are not the result of random noise.
2. The photon area sum must not exceed a preset value corresponding to a double-photon
hit.
3. The ring sum must fall below another threshold (again, a multiple of ad, scaled to the
square root of the number of pixels summed). This prevents inclusion of situations
such as when ADU from one photon event spread atop a second event nearby, leading
to an overestimate of the ADU count for the second event.
4. The ADU center of mass for the photon area must lie somewhere within the pixel in
question. This avoids double-counting photons when wide spreading occurs.
From the list of single-photon event coordinates, a list of pixels in the relevant photon
areas is compiled. The ADU at those pixels is histogrammed to produce an estimate of the
single-photon ADU distribution, P (I).
Having obtained P (I) for single-photon events, the dark noise must subsequently be
removed to generate an estimate of P1 (A) that (a) is suitable for use with any level of dark
noise-which can vary significantly across a CCD array; and (b) will not cause the dark
noise to incorrectly proliferate when multiple convolutions involving P1 (A) are performed
during the numerical reconstruction of multi-photon distributions. The deconvolution of the
dark noise from P (I) is an inherently imprecise process, so it is advisable to concentrate
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Figure B-1: Extracting the single-photon response, P1 (A), from a measured single-photon
intensity distribution, P (I), for 200 msec exposures with the SMD1M60 CCD described
in Refs. [55, 168]. The eight pixels closest each photon event were used to generate P (I).
Details of the deconvolution process are given in the text.
on single-photon events from a region of the CCD array that exhibits the lowest dark RMS.
Fortunately, determinations of b are usually consistent among a wide range of approximations
to P (A).
A specific example of deconvolution is shown in Figure B-1. The crude method used here
took advantage of the fact that PI (A) influences P (I) over a narrow range of I, only within
a few times a,. A trial function was set up at A values separated by approximately 2 d,
except near the easily discernible peaks at the high- and low-I ends of P (I) where a slightly
closer spacing was used. Every point in the trial function was treated as an adjustable
parameter and allowed to vary (though constrained to be > 0 everywhere) in a nonlinear
least-squares fit to the measured P (I). The function used in the fit was the convolution
of this trial P1 (A) with a Gaussian of variance equal to that measured in this CCD region
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Figure B-2: Expected and measured values of the intensity distribution function, Eqn. B.18,
at various photon rates.
during a series of zero-illumination (dark) frames. The result was by no means a unique
solution for P1 (A) but did reproduce well the intensity histograms of data that included a
significant contribution from multi-photon events, as shown in Figure B-2.
In Fig. B-2 we test Eqn. B.18 against real data. A section of CCD was illuminated by
a series of samples of increasing volume fraction and hence increasing scattering intensity.
For P1 (A) we histogrammed the photon events in the lowest-intensity image. Deviations
from predictions at high photon number may be the result of artifacts introduced by many
convolution iterations in Eqn. B.19.
It should be noted that while P1 (A) seemingly applies across all pixels after flatfield
correction (Sec. A.4.1), one may need to evaluate it separately for each exposure time. For
example, the SMDlM60 detector utilized here [55,168] showed a peak at A = 109 ADU for
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200 msec exposures. That peak appeared instead at 99 ADU when an exposure time of 20
msec was used. In addition, P1 (A) obviously needs to be recalculated whenever the incident
X-ray energy is changed.
We show in the rest of this appendix that the time-consuming process of determining
P1 (A) need not be carried out anew during every analysis-even when lower-level discrim-
ination is used. Comparison of histograms as in Figs. B-1 and B-2 is necessary only for
vetting a candidate P1 (A) for a particular detector, exposure time, and X-ray energy. Once
a suitable approximation to P1 (A) has been found, it can be stored for repeated use in
routine data analysis.
B.1.6 Determining photon rate from measured intensities
Given (A), 3, and ADo, it is straightforward to invert Eqn. B.22 to find b, the estimate of
the photon rate (more correctly, the photon rate times the efficiency):
-= ADo (B.24)
Similarly, the error on b is obtained from Eqn. B.23,
I (I-D0ADo) [1 ((A)J]+( ) (B.25)
B.2 Lower-level discrimination
Lower-level discrimination can dramatically lessen the significance of dark noise and dark
drift, by eliminating both whenever no photons are detected. The discriminator algorithm
reassigns readings below a threshold, I < L, to IL = 0, while preserving readings of I > L
as IL = I. This is reminiscent of so-called "clipping" of the photon distribution [178-180],
except clipping typically entails the reduction of I to a one-bit value.
The distribution of IL has the general form
AL
P (IL) = P (I = I) 0 (IL - L) + (IL) d P (I) (B.26)
o00
(IL) = dI I P (I) (B.27)
L
= (I) - dI I P () (B.28)
o00
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CIL = d I2P (I) - (IL)2 (B.29)
= 
2
_- dI 12 P (I) + (I)2 _ (IL)2 (B.30)
where 0 (IL) is the Heaviside Step Function and 6 (IL) is the Dirac Delta Function. Eqn.
B.28 indicates that the mean number of ADU measured while using discrimination may
differ from the mean without discrimination, so the simple conversion from ADU to photon
rate found in Eqn. B.24 will not hold. We will focus primarily on the relationship between
(IL) and b, accounting for the various nonidealities in detector response already outlined.
B.2.1 Ideal lower-level discrimination
In the ideal situation, a discriminator threshold, L, could be chosen such that
ADDo+cd < L<<Ao-ad. (B.31)
For clarity, we again start with a perfectly uniform response, Pn (A) = 6 (A - nAo), and
no charge spreading, P = 1. Using Eqns. B.26-B.30, the discriminated versions of Eqns.
B.4-B.8 are
n=1P(IL) -- e b [3(rL) + ( La(xDo - o· )1 (B.32)
(IL) = bA + (1 - b) D0o, (B.33)
aIL = J/bA + (1 - e-b) + e-bADo [2bAo + (1 - e-b) ADo] (B.34)
Photon signal now heavily outweights dark drift and dark noise at all intensities. In the
low-intensity (b 0) limit, (IL) = bAo + bADo bAo and CIL = b (Ao + ADo)2 + bad
VibAo. Note that in this limit both unwanted effects are now multiplied by a factor of b,
meaning that their size relative to the signal ceases to depend on b. The high-intensity
(b > 1) regime displays the same limiting values, (IL) ~ bAo and cIL vAo.
B.2.2 Real lower-level discrimination, ignoring dark background
When accounting for variable response with the distribution P1 (A), and also for charge
spreading, Eqn. B.31 may not be satisfied. The possibility arises for some fraction of the
photon signal to fall below the discriminator threshold and be removed from subsequent
analysis. To keep the treatment relatively simple, we will leave the general case for the next
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section and deal here with the case of ADo = 0 and ad = 0. Then,
(IL) dI I P (I) (B.35)
L
= (I) - dIIP (I) (B.36)
-oo
= 3b(A) e- /3b% (b )n dIIPn (I) (B.37)
n=1
n= n! ) (B.38)n
Wn(L) is the expected fraction of ADU eliminated by the discriminator in measurements
where n photons are detected,
Wn (L) - j dAAPn (A). (B.39)
Based on the recurrence relation for Pn (A), Eqn. B.10, it can be shown that a similar
convolution-based recurrence relation holds for Wn when n > 1:
Wn(L) = dA Wn- (A) P1 (L - A). (B.40)
oo
Eqn. B.40 enables calculation of Wn (L) directly from P1 (A) without requiring prior, explicit
evaluations of the higher-order Pn (A).
Interestingly, in the special case where P1 ( < A < L) = 0 (if P1 (A < 0) Z 0 then the
condition becomes P1 ( < A < L - Amin) = 0, where Amin is defined by P1 (A < Amin) =
0, Eqn. B.40 simplifies considerably to
Wn (L) = WndAP (A)
= Wn- 1 (L) dA P1 (A) (B.41)
= Wn 1(L)Xi(L)
= W1 (L) [Xl (L)]n - 1 ,
defining X1 (L) as fkoo dA P1 (A). Provided this special case holds for arbitrarily large n,
substitution back into Eqn. B.38 yields
(IL) = /3b (A) (1 - e- b (n! 1 (L) [X1 (L)]n) (B.42)
= 3b (A) (1 - W1 (L) e-b[1-X(L)]) (B.43)
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This expression may serve as a simple approximation for more realistic forms of P1 (A),
provided SLL/2 dAP 1 (A) < 1 [168]. It tends to overestimate the difference between (I)
and (IL) at higher intensities (because Eqn. B.41 overestimates Wn at higher n values).
However, that difference is inversely related to intensity, so the relative error in determining
(IL) remains small.
B.2.3 Real lower-level discrimination, including dark background
Accounting for dark background adds some notational complexity, but does not modify the
overall strategy of the preceeding section. Nonetheless, two noteworthy additional terms
will appear. A useful identity to mention at the outset is
L
dIIg (I - A, ad) = -(L-A , Cld) +Ah (L -A, d) (B.44)
with
L
h (L, ad) / dI g (I, d) (B.45)
00
= erfc -/ ). (B.46)
We begin by substituting the full ADU distribution, Eqn. B.21, into Eqn. B.28.
L
(IL) = (I)- dI I e b[g (I - ADo, ad)
00
+ j dA F (A,3b) g (I - ADo -A, d) (B.47)
= (I) e- b dIIg (I-ADo, d)
+ (b) / dA P (A)/ dIg(I-Do-Aad) (B.48)
n=l j00 J c
Utilizing Eqns. B.22 and B.44,
(IL) = /ib (A) + ADo + e- b [adg (L - ADo, ad) - ADoh (L - ADo, ad)]
+e-b E (! J dA Pn (A) [ag (L - ADo - A, oad)
n=1 -
-(A + ADo) h (L - ADo - A, ad)] (B.49)
= /b (A) dA A P ( jdA) h (L - ADo -A, ad)
n=1 (-D ) n= l j+o~~~e-pb ~,,,,,.,,,,~~~~n~l ~~cx
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-AD [- e bh(L - ADo, (ad)]
(/3b)n 
-ADe-b j dA Pn (A) h(L - ADo - A, ad). (B.50)
The most important new term in the full treatment above is 2e- 3 bg (L - ADo, ad) since
it may not vanish in the low-intensity limit. It is the result of allowing the highest dark-only
ADU to pass the discriminator while their negative counterparts are set (increased) to zero.
This term is maximized at L = ADo, where it will be the major contributor to (IL) for
intensities b "' a /( (A)). Fortunately, this spurious signal can be removed completely
by choosing a threshold above the dark noise, L > 4 d, and well above the dark drift,
L >> ADol. Then g (L - ADo, ad) 0 and h (L - ADo, ad) 1, making
(IL) 3b (A) -e- n I dA A Pn (A) h(L-A, d) + (B.51)
n=1 
+a eb 5£ (3 ] dA Pn (A) g (L -A, ed) +
n=1 *-o
00
+ADo 1 -e - b (1 + E ( n)f dA Pn (A) h(L-A, d))]
n-1
When (A) > lADol, the final term above is negligible compared to the first, leaving
(IL) B /b (A) 1 - e- b n Vn L U+l (L) + n+L) , (B.52)
where
Vn (L) (A) dA A Pn (A) h (L - A, ad) (B.53)
roo
= j dAVn_l (A) P (L -A) (B.54)
and
U (L) - (A) J dA Pn (A) g (L - A, d) (B.55)
r00
= dAUn- (A) P (L- A) (B.56)
The great advantage of Eqn. B.52 is that the dark drift, ADo, appears nowhere within.
This makes it unnecessary to determine any information about ADo except to ensure it is
small compared to (A) and L.
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Figure B-3: Effect of LLD and LLD distortion correction on measured, high-speed data.
Points represent the same data set of 850 frames of 20 msec exposures analyzed three different
ways. Line represents 200 msec exposures on the same sample. "No LLD" points (triangles)
at q > 0.006 A-1 were negative and I (q) I is plotted instead.
B.2.4 Determining Photon Rate from Discriminated Intensities
Unfortunately, none of the equations we have derived above-specifically, Eqns. B.50 and
B.52, and not even the approximation of Eqn. B.43-can be inverted in a straightforward
manner to find b from a measured IL. There are, however, several less-direct means of
extracting b.
One strategy is to find and use the precise value of L for which the last three terms in
Eqn. B.50 sum to zero, leaving (IL) , /3b (A). This amounts to balancing lost ADU from
photons with an equal amount of passed ADU from the dark background. This method
is best suited for single-pixel detectors, since the process of determining the correct L is a
computationally demanding one that strongly depends on the value of the dark noise, ad,
and Crd typically varies from pixel to pixel in a CCD array.
A second strategy is to assume that two or fewer photons are detected in any single
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measurement. Expanding Eqn. B.52 to order b2 results in the quadratic equation
0 = (IL) - b (A) (1 - V1 (L)-TU1 (L))
p 2 b2 (A) 1 (L) - 2 (L) + U (L) 2( L)) (B.57)
Although this can be solved exactly for b, it pertains only to very low intensities. Unlike
Eqn. B.43, at b >> 1 Eqn. B.57 diverges from the correct formula, (IL) = 3b (A).
A third strategy involves solving for (IL) in Eqn. B.52 over a set of preselected b and
crd values. Interpolation within such a "lookup table" can yield with good precision the b
value corresponding to a measured IL and a given (i.e. previously ascertained) value of
9 d . Because Eqn. B.52 depends weakly on ad, evaluations at only a few values of ad may
suffice. In addition, full calculations need be carried out only for b - 1. For IL >> (A),
IL / (A) may be used, and for very small IL, b IL //3 (A) (1 - V (L) - a2U1 (L))
(see Eqn. B.57).
We have taken the third approach. In addition, the recursive forms of Eqns. B.54 and
B.56 are readily implemented using FFT-based convolution algorithms [88]. These make for
relatively swift correction calculations even for large data sets. Fig. B-3 shows an example
of discrimination's benefits for a sample of polystyrene latex spheres in glycerol. Without
using an LLD, the data at higher q is dominated by dark drift, dropping rapidly below zero.
Using the LLD clearly retrieves signal from all q, as evidenced by the longer-exposure data
shown for comparison in Fig B-3. Though analysis with no LLD correction is superior to
not using an LLD at all, the uncorrected results are underestimated by as much as a factor
of 2. This is especially visible at lower q, where the corrected results agree very well with
the (long-exposure) reference curve.
A straightforward, if notationally cumbersome, expansion of this method should in prin-
ciple enable corrections for bias introduced into correlation functions by lower-level discrim-
ination as well.
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